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Personally
speaking
The.n and now

Now th~ papers are taken, C0111plete, from the cylinders . of an off-set press, by the printers, and
.trimmed· and placed on·a belt th~t carries. them to
the automatic mailing machine. The paper's present ·circulation of 59,000 is printed on Monday
night, trimmed. and addressed on Tuesday and
part of Wednesday, and mailed Wednesday afternoon. The only . papers brought to the Baptist
Building are ~00 copi-es for filing and for distribution in the building.
Now Ann (Mrs. Weldon) Taylor, as mailing
clerk, keeps mailing plates up to date and furnishes the printers with complete tapes each week
for the mailing process.
·Everybody today is saying how much the new
Baptist Building is appreciated. But Giberson and
Stokes really mean it!

~~,.•;v ,f.'hz ~u,..U

IN THIS ISSUE:
REMEMBER Czechoslovakia Y . . ., page 12,
by .Jaroslav Yajda, recalls events preceding Aug.
21, 1968, and· following that fateful day for Czechoslovakia. In his words it is a day i'to remember,
without vengeance, but with patient hope, and
thereby to live.' '
NEW ORLEANS Convention: an appraisal,
page 14, by Herschel H. Hobbs, gives as highlights the election of a president and the substitute motion by DF. James L. Sullivan.
BE\VARE ' liberalism ancl fundamentalism,
page 15; by J. Terry Young;, Editor, The CaUfornia So1tthern B aptist, points out two theological tendencies which, according to the author,
Southern Baptists need to avoid.
COVER st 9ry, page 1~.

Appreciation for the spacious, new, air-conditioned Baptist Building is heightened for two Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine staff m~mbers by
reflection on what their work-a-day lives used to
be, 16 years ago, when getting the paper into the
, mails was an excruciating 11/2 -day task each week.
The accompanying picture was made i.n Jan-:
uary 1953, 16¥2 .years ago, in the unadorned, cluttered mailing room of the Arkansas Baptist, ·at
the· .rear of .the old Baptist Building at 401 W.est
Capitol Ave. In the front row are Mary (Mrs.
Harry) Gib~rson, left, now secretary to the editor,
and Juanez (Mrs. E. F.') Stokes, who as associat__e
editor serves now as business and circulation manager fo;r the magazine.
Others in the picture are Thelma (Mrs. Don) .
Burnett, left, who still lives in Little Rock, and
Bertha Lou (Mrs. Glen) Norris, now of San Marcos, Tex.
In 1953, the . automatic mailing machine now
used to get the Baptist weekly into the mails each
week in short order was still several years in the
future. Then the printers would print-on an old,
~lat-bed press, not on a four-unit off-set press such
as they now use- gather, stitch, and trim the more . ·
than 40;000 copies then circulated, and box and
haul all of them to the Baptist Building.
.T here the never-say-die crew ·of women, assisted by Frank Kinney of. the mailing department of
the Arkansas Gazette, who helped on a part-time
basis, would address all of the papers by hand and
pundle · them for hauling to the post office.
The new technology has long since liberated
the paper staff, as far as mailing is concerned.
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--~.......----------------Editorials

Some advantages of regional meetings
• I

Our main problem of ·holding onto SOII}e .sem- )be charged ~ith conducting the business of the
blance of Baptist d~mocracy in the ever-burgeon- SBC, The smaller but representative body (as
ing annual meetings of the Southern Baptist Con- compared with the present unwieldy national
verition is not that of continuing to find meeting mass meeting) could hold its me~tings regularly
pl'aees big enough to hold .everybody who goes. in Nashville and give much more time and .attenFor ~e could always ,assemble in one of the na- tion to specific matters coming before it than is
tion's great sports stadia once we outgrew_ all possible -under the present arrangement. Any Rapconvention halls. The big proble~ is how to have tist wishing to attend and to be heard would be
democratic deliberation in a body of 10, 15, 20, or welc6med, as now; subject only to there being
25 thousand Baptists representing almost that enough space. left fo'r him to get in.
many different viewpoin~s.
\
We wo-uld actually have a more effective deIt is not surprising that the long and rather mocracy in this ,representative democracy tban we
"hot" business perio.d s of the recent New O.rleans have at pre·s ent in. o;ur so-called pure democracy.
sessi~ns of the ~outh.~rn Bapti~t Conventi?n endT~ fact that the Executive Committee of SEC
ed .with brethr.en still clamormg f-or. use ,~f a has now been asked b-y the Co~vention itself to
"mike" and With some of them .argumg, ~~tt study· the desirability and feasibility of some betM'r. President, ! have be~n standmg litre tryu:g ter way ·of ool}.ducting our ·affairs than under the
'
to .get the floor for 'ten mmutes!'' If we had walt- present system is encouragin-g.
ed to hear everyone who wanted_ to be heard ,
~ would we not still be in New· Orlean~?
/ (For related letters-to-the-editor on this matAs w~ see it, we could change our way of do~ t~l!_ see ''The People· Speak,'' il} this issue.)
ing SBC business without taking away one. iota of
0
autonomy from the local churches. Instead of one
X
big, impossible, national meetjng a ·year, _to which
·
~
,
an ·estimated 150,000 are now eligible under the
This week's cover photograph shows liber:tySBC constitution to go as messengers, there could loving Czecho&lovakian youth as they fought barebe a numqer of regional meetings.
handed the mailed might Qf Russia in the brazen
Suppose, just for the sake of 1discussion, we take-over _of the Czechoslovakian govern~ent less
settled on having six regional me.e tings for" the than a yea'r -ago.
nation. Then, instead of a total attend_ance of mo:e
The gallantry of these ¥Oung people stands in
than 16,000 official messenge:rs, as we had· this strang(',) and sobering contrast to the kind of viayear in our one, big J¥1eeting, we could have. total lence we have been seeing in our land from a radiatteildance severa] times this _large. ·Thus. our de- ~al and dissident minority of our own young peomocracy would, be greatly rmproved, Sl?Ge. ~e ple in recent months. For the Czech youth were
would be involNing far more of our people ''from not fighting to overtlirow their government and
the grassroots'' in our meetings.
theil' society, but for their right to have -a govThe local churches would continue to elect ernment and a society.
Angry American youth would do well to medi-'
messengers each ye~tr-perhaps even on the same
basis as now in effect, a}lowing up to ten from a tate long and hard upon the example set for them
church. But the messenge.rs would be named to by the young pe~ple of Czechoslovakia. .With
their respective regional mee~~ngs rather tlran to proper motivation and use of the due processes
7 .....
a national ·mass me-eting. ·
guaranteed to them by our .pational Constitution,
At the . regio~al meetings, there w~uld still be our youth can do much to strengthen, :rathe.r than
some business to conduct. Each region would elect to tear down, our government a!ld our somety.
its own officers and its representatives to tbe
·
Executive Committee and to the various boards Se.z Clah
of the S.o uthern Baptist Convention institutions,
Speak:in of th knowledge explosion, tbere 7s
agencies, and commissions. T~e representative still a lot of us aroun that ain't"'been hit yet. And
Executive. Committee, which, might be enlarged to as ignorant as a lot of us is, the most of us still
a membership of two or three h~ndred, would then knows a lot better tha:n we air• doin.

E amp 1e
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The

~eople speak~~~~~~~~~~~~

Likes idea of regional meetings'
Congratulations on excellent coverage
of the Conventio;n. For those of u& who
were not privileged to attf!nd, your comprehensive report was :the next best
thing to actually being there. Als<! 1 I
wish to 'raise my hand' in favor of your
suggestion that the, one annual meeting
of the S..B C give way to several regional meetings.

evangelism and missions to ci:vil rights faEt table. · As time' passed, the d!).ilY
and · the' endless labyrinth of political comment disap:peared from the Daily
Involvements. The publishers of Hollle Bible reading; next, ~the key 'Verse was
Missions are doing the same thing, and t>Umi*ted. Then the lesson; writers beare not saying very much about mis- gan to use 'big' words that only persions, only emphasizing Social work. sons with a coUege vocabulary could unColored pastor Manuel Scott voiced the ,derstand, and , finally, the date is now
traditional and scriptural Baptist posi- eliminated from the lesson page, and
tion at the Pastor's conference by say- in it's place we find, session. 1, session
ing that the church 'is no political in- 2, etc. If the folks that prepare these
stitution, no economic institution, but a lessons don't get back in touch with the
distinctively
evang~listic
institution peop1e and with reality, the name of
whose principal 'bW!iness is to win men the Training Union may have to be
to Jesus Christ.'
changed to 'chaos.'

I .must take issue with you on one
statement \ in your c<;>mment m1 the action of the conventiol) re:lj_erence to'- the
"Quest" matter. You opme that the
'freest rein possible' must be given to
convention agehcies and commissions.
Reference to the attempt to . change
This coulq be dangerous and hurtful to the name of the ,Training Union \O
our work if we vest ·too 'much authority ' 'Quest'-this is perhaps the silliest gegin any board, agency or commission. One " ture made in recent years at a great
such .commission is' the Christian , Life Baptist Meeting. The Training Union has
Commission, which is already assuming been a blessing to millions of Baptists.
to shape .B aptist Policy along ~ocial and In other •years, the Bible readings with
politifal lines. No one agency !should b~ the daily comment and the key verse,
given authority to keep pounding away provided a ) ·good daily devotio~al for
trying to change Baptist emphasis from those. of us who read them at the break-

So rather than be too critical of men
like Brothe;r Phillips of Texas who opposed ihe 1 "Quest" ·effort, let us be
thankful that we still have men who
will stand up for trut~ f¥nd COllJ.mon
sense in our B~ptist m-eetings.- Walter
H. Watts, PO ' Box 662, Ft .Smith, Ark.

72901

Against ,idea ot· regional meetings

/

'
11raise my ~and against the delegated,
representative, or apportioned relationship of churches to .t he Southern Baptist Covention annual meeting on these
grounds:
1. Southern Baptist churches , are
autonomous and are associated with local associations, state conventions and
denominationar conventions as the local
church desires (if ·the body will receive
·their messengers). If one church lC)oses
that position we have lost an important
safeguard of ecclesiastical control; Delegated representation tells the local
church it no longer is directly associat, 7 ••
ed with the convention.

2.

Many people· have felt that we al-

ready have lost too much democracy in
our convention du~ to the appointment
and nomination of select people to convention boards 1 and committees. Many
smaller churches already feel that they
are being ignored and left out. Delegated representation woulp fake .this feeling worse than it is.
1
3. There are cities with facilitie$ sufficient to house the SBC annual meeting, Instead of acting as if there are none
\ve could <!hoose one and go to it annual•
ly. At least we should use more sense
in selecting a place than was used in
selecting New Orleans.

4'. Too many good Baptist churches
have already become independent of de-

nominational association be~ause some
people have sought to change Southern
Baptists into their own liberal way of
thinking and doing rather than join, with
some denomination which thinks and
does as they do. Let's not encourage'
more churches to leave the Conventipn
by letting some group of' delegates run
the business· or keep. the /churches from
ha-vi~g a •voi<le in the wor}.< they pay
for through ltheir tithes and offerings.
5. Haven't seen or heard anyorle who
is ~ promoting delegated representation
volunteering to stay home and let someone else decide tlie issues. Have you ?.....!Jerry Don Abernathy, Pastor, First Baptist Church, Crossett, Ark.

Praise for Woman's Missio~ary Unio~
'

'
To me, the Woman'.s Missionary
Un- both to climate and customs, to shudion means a greater and deeper knowl- J}er at some of the dangers, to con:sider
their ' compassi9n for unfortunates, to
~d·ge of the Bible and its applicatipn to
daily life. I enjoy the entire program, apprehend the limited am011nt of facili·
because it gives' me the spiritual food ties with which the missionaries do so
rmuch, their patienee in language barmy soul requires.
riers, helps me realize just how little I
There is no greater joy felt in my do iri. return for ' the lo~ing grace of
heart than when we can help an un- Jesus.
fortur.ate family, bring cheer to someone sick,· make a ·child's Christmas a
Yet their devotion to their vocation,
1 little happier, or anything we might do
and fuith in God ov,reomes ~11 the obin th~ name of Jesus Christ,
stacles, leaving the fil1al reward in their
hearts, that they hav'e won someone to
To be able to shaJe in the adventure Christ.
of our missionaries, to know of the triTo be a part of the WMU is indeed
als, the adjustments • and adaptations
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an honor and a privilege.
Therefore, anything I do cannot be
classif1ed as work, ):Jut lo\ spiritual recreation and growth which is , a continual
process in my 1-ife.-Sli.irley Pedigo,
President, Woman's Missionary Union,
Roland Church.

Appr~ciates report
from New Orleans
Just a word to let' you know I appreciated the, current issue, June '19, and
the information it givea. about the meeting of tpe Convention at New Orleans.
Thanks•...:..John B. Stephen, Gravette,

Ark.
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Arkansas all over

Posies from Britian

For many years n~w, you have had
my name on your list Of those privileged
to see the ml).gazine wi.thout cost, and I
have been very grateful to you indeed.
Except when deliveries have been interrupted by po~tal or dock strikes in
your ¢ountry (or mine) I have received
the paper .regularly.
i read it eagerly, turning first to your
editorial page and enjoying your shrewd,
amusing, and illuminating comments on
life in general and Baptist life in particular. You have opened for me a most
valuable window through which I can
look at, and learn about, and keep up to
date on the current American scene.

For ten years I was a member of the
executive committee of the Baptist
World Alliance and in that period grew
to ·love and respect my American Baptist colleagues. Now, aged 76, with angina for a thorn in the flesh, such contacts and travels are over, ·but I find
enormous interest in the weekly glimpse
you give me of things and men and
problems in your great land. You have
no more eager reader in the wide world!
Keep on writing about the old days
down on ·Bunker I They are as good as
Mark Twain and Charles Dickens rolled
into onei-W. D. Jackson, 27 Grange
Court, Upper Park, Laughton, Essex,
England.

From Vietnam .
Greetings' from Vietnam! I have recently changed duty stations and need
to report the change of address in order
to cohtinue receiving Arkansas Baptist
Newmagazine.
There are several Baptists from Ar·
kansas over here, so a copy of the mag·
azine goes from hand to hand.
One of the great thrills from this experience has been baptizing soldier!! on
both Christmas · and Easter day-of
-course "Baptist style"-in the Song Bow
River North Hue.
I continue to appreciate your forth·
right insights a.s expressed in your editorials. We Baptists do have a mission
in the world and we need new visions as
we face the magnitude of the task at
hand. God be with you.-William B
Watson, Chaplain (CPT), USA, Asst.
Div. Chaplain

vas conducted at
nursing home

'CLABE HANKINS' (right) p1·esents to Dr. and Mrs. S. A. Whitlow a painting
by Dean Shelton, Little Rock, depicting highlights of Dr. Whitlow's career.

Baptist employees .
-honor Dr. Whitlow
Employees of the Arkansas Baptist the fii;st person whom Dr. Whitlow led
Building honored Dr. S. A. Whitlow, ex- to a profession of faith when he was a
ecutive secretary of' the Convention, young minister. Mr. and Mrs. Beard were
Wednesday, June 25, upon his comple- · the first couple to be married by Dr.
tion of more than 11 year.s of service Whitlow.
and his retirement on June 30.
Ralph Davis presented to Dr. Whitlow
The program, in a spirit of fun and a collection of poems in book f o r m. ,
good humor, included a recorded tape by Written by Baptist Building staff memLawson Hatfield which depicted in song 'l:)ers, they recounted many experiences
the past and future for Dr. Whitlow.
of the past.
A "demonstration," complete with
placards and costume hats was given in
support of Dr. Whitlow's contribution~·
as "Chief."
As a surprise lo Dr. Whitlow, ~pecial
g·uests were introduced. They included
Mrs. S. A. Whitlow; John Whitlow, a
brother; Lex Eaker, pastor· of First
Church, .Sheridan; Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Beard, Newport; and a close friend,
Charles Lawrence, Little Rock.
Mr. Eaker told of his experience as
project, followed by a refreshment period.

'I'he Woman's Missionary Society of
First Church, Walnut Ridge, <(0:1ducted
a three-day Vacation Bible School for
Lawrence Hall Nursing Home recently.

The total enrollment included 21 patients and 15 workers. The average attendance daily was 91 ·per cent. The patients were given Bible School certificates on the last day of the SJChool.

With the pastor,· Jim E. Tillman
. as pnnc1pal,
. . the school was COIIJ..'
servmg
ducted each morning for one hour. The
program included a worship service, a
Bible story, and a simple handwork

Cooperation of the nursing home personnel aided the· planoning and execution by WMS memb-ers. Its success has
prompted plans for a similar school of ·
longer duration in 1970.
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"Clabe Hankins" unveiled for Dr. and
Mrs. Whitlow a' painting by Dean Shelton, ·Little -~ock, a ;;tudent at Arkansas Tech, Russellville. The painting is a
composite of scenes from Dr. Whitlow's
ministry and service.
'The program was concluded with refreshn1ents and fellowship .in...the dining
room of Baptist Building, -(}atl§i!).g Dr.
Whitlow to remark that "Baptist Build·
ing employees would do anything to get
a 'break'."

Claude R. ·Bumpus
back from Brazil
Claude R. Bumpus, treasurer of
Brazil Missions · of the Fdreign
Mission Board, has returned to
the United States.
He and his ,family will be living in El Dorado, where they may
be reached c/o Second Baptist
Church, 1010 Combs, ·El Dorado,
•
Ark. 717.80.
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Student publication
heads for '69-'70
Student publication heads for the
1969-7Q school year at Ouachita Univer•

sity have been announced by William
D. Downs Jr., chairman of the department of journalism and publicati<>ns advisor.
Rosemary Massey has been named ed- ·
itor of the Signal, the student news·
paper, while Glen McNeal has been
chosen to be editor of the Ouachitonian
yearbook. ' Jane McCallum will serve as
business manager for both publications.
· Miss Massey, 20, a sophomore journalism-political science major from
Booneville, was assistant editor for the
student newspaper this year and a recipient in her freshman year of the
Keith TudQr Journalism Scholarship for
he_r meritorious work on the Signal.'
McNeal, HI, a sophomore journalism,
speech-drama major from Hot Springs,
was copy assistant of the 1968 Ouachi·
tonian and business manager of the
1969 book.

I

We~tark

has new center

The twelfth Baptist Student Center in Arkansas, at Westark J.u nior College,
Ft. Smith, was dedicated Sunday afternoon, May 25.
Visiting before the service in the photo above (left to right), were Ken
:Shipman, president of the Baptist Student Union at Westark; Mrs. Whitfield,
a.nd Dr. Ben Whitfield, dean of the c;ollege ; Dr. S. A. Whitlow, executive secretary of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention; Connie Caton a student· Bill
Lilly and .George O'N~al, members of the Student Committee of ' Concord A;sociation.
.Speaking at the dedication were Dr. Whitlow, Dr. Whitfield, and Bruce Cushman of First Church, Van Buren;

Regina Baswell. chosen
as Glorieta staffer
Miss Regina Baswell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. 0. -Baswell, Jonesboro, has
been chosen to serve as a staffer at
Glorieta Baptist Assembiy for 12 weeks
this summer.
•·.
A recent graduate of Jonesboro High
School, Miss Baswell is a member of
Walnut Street Church, Jonesboro. Two
years ago she received an award of a
trip to Glorieta's Church Music Conference.
MR. NORDMAN

MIS'S BARWELL

Robert Nordman is
licensed to preach
Nalls Memorial Church, Little Rock,
has licensed Robert <Bob) Nordman to
preach.
Mr. Nordman has been church treasurer, Brotherhood president and Sunday School teacher.
·

Emplo~id by the Little Rock Fire
Departmerut for 20 years, he is captain
of Fire Station No. 12. He 'is the son
of Mrs. ·G. L. Nordman, Little Rock.
His wife is the former Jean Hatfield.
They have two daughters and a son.
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As a staffer, she will assist in the
administration and operation of the assembly..

•

Prayer mates meet
Two Baptist families which became acquainted through PACT
of the Crusade of the Americas
met for a visit June 15 in Greenwood.
The families were the Fred
Kinslows of Greenwood and the
Joe Mosleys of Stuart, Fla.
The families attended church
together at First Church, Green- ,
wood; of which Lonnie Lasater is
pastor.

Miss McCallum, 20, a sophmore journalism major from Wasco, Calif., has
been business manager of the Signal
during the past year. She is a member
<>f Theta Lambda Tau Social Club
Deadline Club and A WS.
'
'

No July 10 issoe of
the Arkansa~ Baptist,
In keeping with our anpua1 pol' icy of omitting an issue of our
·paper in July, there will be ·no
July 10 issue of the Arkansas
Baptist Newsmagazine. For that
reason, ·sunday School lessons for
both July 6 and July 13 a,re included in this issue.

Summer workers
cit forrest Park
Forrest Park Church, Pine Bluff, has
added two youth workers to the staff
for the summer, according to D. B.
Bledsoe, pastor.
Miss Ginger Murdock, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Quinton Murdock, Atkins, and a senio' at Ouachita University, Arkadelphia, is the you•t h music
director; and Tommy Cunningham, Pine
Bluff, is the education director mainly
in charge of youth work. Mr. Cunningham is the son of Dr. and Mrs. T .•T.
Cunningham, Pine Bluff.
I

These two youths will have charge Jf
all the youth activities, including 'socials, fellowships,
retreats,
youth
choirs, summer youth assembl~es, youth
seminars, ana youth week in the local
church, Pastor Bledsoe said.
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Mrs. C. E. Rixse
given recognition

Beacon lights of Baptist history

·Research and libraries
BY BERNES K. SELPH,

Ta.D,

PASTOR, FIRST CHURCH, BENTON

Dr. James P. Boyce plead for a number of important fundamentals as
he laid the need for a seminary before Southern Baptists in the mid-1850's. He
saw that a good library would provide a basis for ·them. ·

MRS. RIXSE and DR. SOUTH

The lack of study of theological science had made Baptists and other denominations in the United States too dependent upon others. He called for investigations for ourselves and recognition of the valuab'e results of th<1se who had
accomplished the wor4 for us. "It is a matter of the deepest interest to all that
we should be placed in a position <lf independence in this matter, and that · our
rising ministry should be trained under the scholarship of the Anglo.:Saxon mind,
which, from its nature, as well as from the circumstances which surround it; is
eminently fitted to weigh evidence, and to decide as to its appropriateness and its
proper limitations."'

At a recent Sunday night service,
Mrs. C. E. Rixse was presented with a
Bible in recognition of 21 years' volunteer service to Park Hill Church, North
Little Rock, in the nursary department.
The presentation was made by R. L.
H!! reasoned that such an institution of research would give an understanding
South, pastor of the church.
and appreciation of B_!lP'tist heritage. "The history of religious literatu·r e and of
Mrs. Rixse began working with nur- Christian scholarship has been a history of Baptist wrongs. We have been oversery children in Park Hill Church soon looked, ridiculed, and -defamed. Critics have committed the grossest perversions,
after it was organized in 19'47, and while violated the plainest rules of criticism, and omitted points which could not have
it was still meeting in Park Hill Ele- been developed without benefit to us. Historians who have professed to write the
mentary School, with all nursery-age hi~tory iOf the Church have either utterly i·g nored the pre11ence of those of our
children in ona room. As the church faith, or classed them among fanatics and heretics; or, if forced to acknowledge
grew and became more closely graded, the prevalence of our principles and practice among the earliest churches, have
she taught and cared for the t~ddlers, adopted such false theories as to church power, and the development and growth
so~e of the more recent ones. bemg the of the truth and principles of Scripture that by all, save their most discemchtldren of. some of the children she-'ing readers, our pretensions to 'an early origin and a continuous existence have
cared for m the early days of the been rejected."•
church. .
He felt there was a just cause to present our case. "We owe a change to
The churc·h now has eight nursery departments: It is estimated that Mrs. ourselves, as Christians, bound to show an adequate reason for the differences
Rixse has cared for at least 350 chil- 'between us and others; as men of even moderate scholarship, that it may appear
that we have not made the .gross errors in phil<llogy and criticism which we
dren during these 21 years.
must have made if we be not right ; as the successors of a glorious· spiritual
Mrs. Rixse was reared in Ironton ancestry, illuBtrated by heroic martyrdom, by the profession of noble principles, by
community, south of Little Rock. She the maintenance of true doctrinces; as the Church of Christ, which he has ever
joined the Baptist church there at an preserved as the witness for his truth, by which he has illustrated his wonder- ·'
early age. She and Mr. Rixse have two ful ways, and shown that his promises are sure and stedfailt."•
sons, Charles, of Hot Springs, and
He saw that a good library would provide· information both f<lr learninc
Jame11, of Camden. They have 5 grandand for research in writing.
children. ,

Arkansan named to
Brotherhood staff
Charles E. Doggett has joined the
B'taff of the Brotherhood Commission in
Memphis, Tenn., as a consultant in the
·
Royal
Ambassador
department, according to an announcemen·t by George W.
Schroeder, executive
secretary - treasurer
of the commission.
Doggett holds a B.A.
degree from Ouachita University and a
M.R.E. degree from
Southwestern
Seminary.' 'He will speMR. DOGGETT
cialize in Royal Ambassador ' work with the Pioneer age
gr<lup, which includes boys in ·grades
6-12.
Doggett replaces John Scales, who resigned to join the office of development
at Okl~homa Baptist University, Shawnee.
JULY 3, 1969

(1.)
1893)
(2.)
(8.)

John A. Broadaa, Memoir of James PHigru Boyce, (Ni,.,r York, A.C. Armatron~r and Boa,
p. 136
Ibid, 136
Ibid, 18'7

IRONTON CHURCH Little Rock, recently held ground-breaking ceremonies for
a two·stqry educational building to cost $34,000. The lTuilding will accommodate
~86 people.
Taking part in the ceremony (photo, left to right) were: Darrell Drflher,
Homer Perry Jr., Bill Elli()tt, past()'¥', MtJJl"'Jin Perry, Frank Lanier, Building. committee chairman, Fred Hogue, Joh-n Horton, and Glenn Ale~ander.
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Pike Avenue Church
has 25th anniversary
Pike Avenue Church, North Little
Rock, marked its 2•5 th anniversary on
Sunday, June 15th. Two 'of the church's
former pastors were guest speakers for
the occasion.

.

.

R. H. Dorris, director of Chaplain
Ministries, Arkansas Baptist State Con. vention, who served the church as pastor for seventeen years, was the speaker for the morning worship services and
Raymond Strickland, who was the first
pastor of the church, spoke in the evening service.
The members and friends of the church
enjoyed a reception honoring the charter
members in the fellowship hall following evening services.
In 25 years, the church's membership
has grown from 79 charter members to
over 800 members. The annual budget
of the· church has increased from about
$5,000 in 1944 to approximately $60,000
in 1968. Zane Chesser presently serves
as th3 pastor, having come to the church
in June, 1968.

Mrs. Smith retires
One of our Memphis readers,
Richard Smith, retired as of
May 29 after having taught for
15 years at Central High School,
Memphis, "without one day's absence for illness."
·
~rs.

•

Mrs. Smith is the former Miss
Opal -Fletcher, who was graduated
from 0 u a c h i t a College [now
Ouachita University] in 1925."

First Church, Ashdown

New ·building dedicated by
First Church, Ashdown
.partment on the. second floor. With 10.700 square feet of floor space, the brick
and stone structure was built at a cost
of $130,000. The former sanctuary will
be converted to educational space.
First Church was organized on Aug.
J. T. Elliff, secretary of Mi.>sions and·
Evangelism, Arkansas Baptist State 29, 1894, in the home of Mr.>. M. A.
Convention, delivered the dedicatory Dupree. There w~re three other charter
members: G. G. Rochelle, Mrs. E.M.
sermon·.
Wilkerson, and Miss M. A. Wilkerson.
bawson Hatfield, a former pastor of On Sept. 1, ~894, seven additional
the church, and now secretary of the members were added to the church:
Sunday School department, Arkansas Mattie Taylor, Annie Dupree, ~etty
Baptist State Convention, spoke at the Pounds, Levada . Pounds, Lena Furlow,
morning )VOrship.
Glen Gill, and Dyre Nelson.
The church was originally called the
Another former pastor, Ross 0. Ward,
Ashdown Mis.sionary Baptist Church.
spoke at the. evening services.
The Sunday School was organized in
'The new ·facility houses an auditori- 1899. By 1912, church membership was
um with a seatin.,g capacity of .WO, an 245, and at the 50th anniversary it
office suite, three additional Noms on numbered S50, with the present memthe ground · level, plus a complete de- bership being 656.
·
.
'
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First Church, Ashdown, recently dedicated its new auditorium and facilities
as a highlight of. its 75th year, and to
, mark the first anniversary of the present pastor, Harold Brewer.

OBU will host
basketball camp
Thirty of the nation's most outstanding girls' basketball players will participate iru the National Girls' Basketball
Training Camp to be hosted this sum~er by Ouachita University.
'

.

The summer camp, to be held Aug. 314, will be under the direction of Alberta Cox, coach of the Raytown (Mo.) Piperettes. Ouachita Tigerette coach ·Carolyn Moffatt will be assisllant coach.
After the · camp, a team of 12 girls
· selected from the group .will leave for a
basketball tour
of Latin
America, playing the ruational teams of Colombia, Peru, Panama and Mexico.
"The purpose ()f this camp," says
Coach MOffatt, "is to familiarize the
girls with the international rules they
will be playing- un.der on the tour."
Five of the girls to be invited are on
the Ouachita .T igerette · team. These include Myrna De Berry, Lin .Gamble,
Patsy Hill, Pat Ramsey and Charlotte
Duckett.
·
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Marsha Ragsdell
wins Amis Award
Marsha Ragsdell, Farmington, a junio.r at the Unive:rsity of ArJ<.ansas, is
the fir.st recipient of the Velma Birdwhistell Amis Award. I
The award was created by Dr. Edward 1 Amis, UA Chemistry Professor,
in honor of' his wife. It goes to a Baptist graduate Or Undergradu'a te StUdent I
wpo, is preparing. for a full-time
ch'urch-related vocation.
The interest on Jl;he .principal will be
matched by the University of Arkansas
Endowme.nt and Trust Fund, Inc., up
to a maximum of $125 per year.
Miss Ragsdell is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan .Ragsdell, Farmington.
She has served in various leadership capacities il'\ the Baptist 1 St~dent '()nion,
including secretary of. the BSU Steering committee and co-chairman of the
Christian Life Emphasis Week. She is
president•elect of th.e Baptist Student
Union for his summer.
She is an active member of the Univ.ersity Baptist. Church and pianist for
the singing group, "The New Creations:''
Jamie Jon~s, BSU director, d-e~cribe's
Miss Rag:_sdell as "one of the (finest,
most dedicated young women I have
met in 18 years of BSU work."
[Th'a t, from Director Jones, is a top
;J.ward itself !.:_ELM]

Fe.mtn·ine· intuition
by Harriet Hall

Courtship ~ustom·s of other days.
I

How would you react if your .one and only Prince Charming proposed thr~mgh
a friend rather than directly to you? Or how would •you enjoy a courtship entirely by mail? Would you think ·' a young tnan would eventually marry a girl
whom he once called "a confirmed old maid of sixteen with the fur of her nerves
rubbed the wrong way." And what sort of person might fall in love with a
picture and propOSE: to her by mail, sight unseen? Or what sort of girl ·would
accept such a proposal? Would you think working in a Bible school in Belgrade,
Yugoslavia !lounds like an• exciting way to spend your _honeymoon. OF maybe
you · might prefer a .honeymoon voyage that lasted a whole year on the ocean,
en route to China.
The above paragraph ~as prompted by a book which I have justL read called'
"Then Came Spri:ng." The author, Mrs. Jerry Lambdin, has written a delightful
accollllt of some missionary love stories which took place from the· mid-nineteenth
century through the early part of this century. Needless to say, the courtship
customs of those days Were vastly different from those of today, but this is
what makes the book one that will be, ,e njoyed by both young and old. I heartily
recommend it.
~
I was. reminded of hearing my father tell of the days when he was courting
my mother. As I interviewed him when I was writing his biography , I onc·e
asked him; "W)lat was considered a really. exciting way to spend an evel)ing'
wnen you were dating Mother?" He recalled re11ting a rig-a horse-drawn carriage one Christmas vacatiop while he visited her in . Monticello. They were planning to be married the next summer so they had rll~tny plans to make. They
wanted to J!et away from the relatives for a little private conversation. The year
was 1909. Jim Grant didn't own a Mustang or an Oldsmobile. The horse-drawn
carriage was the answer. They drove for three hours. The plans were made and
they married the following summer, aft~r a courtship that had lasted four years.
Times have changed and c).lstoms have changed, .but love is still-like the
song says- what the world needs now.
Comments, suggutlons, or questions, mey
Fayetteville, Ark.

. Has long service
i~ Berea Church

to

Mrs. Andrew

Hell, Mt. Sequoyeh ·Drive,

1

Mrs. Peggie Jones, 9927 Ja.cksonvllle
Highway, 1No.rth Little Rock, recently
resigned as ·church clerk for Berea
.Churcp, North Little Rock, after ,121fz
years of service.
Mrs. Jones \s financial secretary for
her church, Sunday School secretary,
secretary of the building fund and financial committee, and is active in the
Womanfs MissionarY Union. ·
j
She has been in the real estate al)U\
building business around .Jacksonville
for the p~st 18 years. She is now developing a sub-division south of Jacksonville.
Mr's'. Jones 'was voted Woman of' the
Year by the Ja~ksonville Chamber of
Commerce i.n 1960. She is past president
of the B¥siness and Professional W omen's Club' df Jacksonville, and was state
chairman of world affairs for the( Business and Profession_~! Women's Federation• .of Atkansas, in 1961.
JULY 3J 1969

bt addressed
1

EAST SIDE cifrJildH,
...
or a,";net;w;;-;;;;:=:;,l;;t
ing, with 4,600 squa're feet fJi· floor space. '.Fhe building wil( house a large fellowship hall, ,J;ith kit(]hen facilities on ·the ground flopr. The second story• will ' be
used for Sunday Sckool. Don Reed is pastor,
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·Four Arkansans
on assembly staff
RIDGECREST, N. C.-David Tplson,
son .of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Tolson and
a Plember of First Church, Walnut
Ridge, joins thtee other Arkansas stu• dents on the staff of Ridgecrest :ijaptist Assembly, Ridgecrest, N. C., this
summer.
Frances Ethridge, Sylvan Hills; Meredith Walker, Stuttgart; and Sharon
Lefler, Stuttgart, are other Arkansas
Baptists on the staff.
Miss Leflet attends Ouachita University, Arkadelphia; Tolson, Southern
- B,a ptist College, College City; Miss Ethridge, Sylvan Hills High Sc~ool;. and
Miss Walker, Arkansas State University, Jonesboro.
I
M,S. SALLIS and MR. CLARKE

Mrs.• W. C. Sallis is .
•
f ·
h
Ch OICe 0
yout VOte

Mrs. W. C. Sallis was presented recently with an award of Marianna
First Church which named her "Most
Delightful Senior Member."

1

'

The youth oi the church selec-,ed Mrs.
Sallis by secret ballot, upon ll- basis of
her many unselfish acts of kindness toward them.
·
The recognition concluded a monthlong r.mpl;lasis on the Chl'istian home
by pastor Lewis , Clarke.

-Hamp Valentine now
at Mou"tain Home
Hamp Val!!ntine has joined ;First
Church, Mo~ntain Home, as minister of
music and ·education.

I

•

Greer and Murch1so.n
Join Sylvan Hills
\

Jim

Greer and Rodger ' Murchison
ha~ beei1 called by Sylvan Hills First
Church to serve as minister of :inusic
and edUcation and as summer youth director.
Mr. Gree1· is a native of Ozark, a graduate of Arkansas Tech and has done additional study at Ouachita University.
For the last nine years he has been the
band director at Lonoke High School.
He has been activ·e in Baplist work
throughout .the state and last served as
minis ~ er of music at Lonoke Cliurch.
Mr. Greer is marriPd tp the former
Sonja Dalrymple of Searcy. The Greer.;
ha'-·e a seve11-month-old daughter, Jen·
.
ifer Joy.

'

I

Mr. Murchis·on is returning for his
second year as summe~ youth directol',
He is a grad1,1ate of' Baylor University
and has comJ,Jleted his first year as a
theological ~tu dent at Southern Seminary, Louisville, Ky. He is a native of
Coy.
Pago Ten

·A native of Hattiesburg, Mi~s., he is
.a graduate of William .Carey· College,
Hattiesburg, and of Southwe:>tern
Seminary 1 Ft. Worth.
He has serv.ed as minister of music
at Ridgecrest. Church and Southside
Church, both · at Hatties):mrg; minister
of music and youth a:t · "Nor.thSiq.e
Church, . Cor~Sicana, Tex.; and minister
of music:educatkm and youth at Ash
Creek Church, Azle, Tex.
;His wife, formerly Sandra Lo·tt, is
als.o a native of Hattiesburg.
Mr. Valentine replaces Eugene May,
who resigned Sept, 1, 1968, to continue
his education at New Orleims/ Semin~ry.
Ifarold Elmore i~ pastor of First
Church, Mountain Home.

"'

About , people-.G. Paul Hamm, librarian at Golden
Ga'te Seminary, Strawberry Point, Mill
Valley, Calif., recently received the
master of library science degree from
the University of California, Berkeley.
Hamm, a doctor of sacre<Ltheology candidate at Golden Qate, holds the B.A.
degree from Ouachita Un!versLty, and
the bachelor of divinity and master of
theology degrees from Golden Gate.

New chaplain at
Memorial Hospital
.Homer)... Bradley, a native of Jonesbdro1 has resigned as pastor of First
Church, DeWitt, to become chaplain of
Memorial Hospital,
North Little · Rock.
Mr. Bradley has been
a minister .since 19411..
He· received the B. A.
degree from Ouachita University .and
the B. D. degree from
New Orleans Semi, nary. ,He was gradu' ated Feb. 14trom the
A -r k a n s a s Baptist
MR. BRADLEY
M e d i c a 1 . Center's
School of Pastoral Care and has completed the comprehensive curriculum of
continuing education in pastoral coun·
seling.
Before ·going to DeWitt, Mr Bradley
was pastor at Earle. He 1s a member of
the Executive Board of the Arkansas
Baptist State Convention and a former
member of the board of trustees of Arkansas Baptist Medi~al Center.
He is marj.'it!d to the for.mer Marion
J o,nesboro. The BraaieyiS live on
Waterside Dri:ve, North Little Rock.
~riest,

Mr. Bradley replaces Cha.pl!!_in Glen.n
C. Womack, who has resigned.

Time
Today js all the time I haveSo let me live today
In fulness, richness, and enjoy
Creative work and play.
The past is gone, today is here
Tomorrow may not be;
But ·I would live so tJ:tat today's
A whole lifetime for me.
.
-Ett~J. Ca1dweU Harris
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CHURCH TRAINING DEPARTMENT
A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAMEHow will the action of the Southern Baptist Convention in rejecting the new name for Training Un-·
ion affect us? In no way whatsoever except in the
name. Notice five things.

l. The name of our department, "Church Training Department," was planned to continue as it is.
We shall continue to promote Training Union work
in the churches.
2. Our three areas of Training Unio~ .work will
remain the same as we enter the seventies : mem-.
her training, ~ew membe~ training, and leader training.
3. The new grouping grading will begin October,
1970, for all departments qf our churches and will
not in any way be affected by tp.e name of an or-.
·
ganization.
· 4. New organizational structures will be neces5. New curriculum designed to meet the needs
sary due to the new grouping and grading. These of all ages will begin in October, 1970, and will be
changes will be explained in the new Training Un- explained in the n'ew manuals cqming out in Januion manuals to come off the press in January, 1970. ary. This new curriculum (quarteriies) does not deKeeping the name "Training Union" ·will not change ·pend on any name of an organization. For example,
this in any way. We shall have four divisions of the the adult groups of the Training Union will have a
Training Union: preschool, · children, youth and choice of three curriculums instead of two which
adul,t .
they now h~ve.
I
SO-the failure to change the name of Training
Union w'ill not in any way affect our good' program
of work, present or future.
"

STATE TRAINING UNION

WORKSHOP

IMMANUEL CHURCH, LITTLE ROC-K
OCT. 30,, 1969
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
I

1. Nursery Leaders-Mrs.
Smith

J. W. King,

Ft.

2. Beginner Leaders-Bill Lively, Little Rock
3. Primary Leaders-Mrs. James Zeltner, Ft.
Smith
4. Junior Leaders-Norman Rodgers, .Mississippi

5. Intermediate Leaders--Mrs. Ray Pearce, Hot
Springs
6. Young People and Adults-Bob Cook, Sun- ·
day School Board
7. General Officers (Pastors, Educational Directors, Training Union Directors)-Ralph
W. Davis

8. Church Administration
(Alternate conference for pastors and educational dh~ec
tors)-Joe , Hinkle
9. Workers with Mentally Retarded-Mr& -Doris Monroe, Sunday School ·Board
10. Vocational Guidance Counselors-Bill Simmons, Sunday School Board
11. Church S'ecretaries-Cliff Elkins, Second
Church, Houston
12. Church Library Workers-Glynn Hill, Sunday School Board
13. Associational Training Union Directors and
Missio~aries-N o r m an
Hodges, Sunday .
School Board
14. Recreational Directors-Leon ~itche~l, Sunday School Board

.

Write for your Junior Memory Sword Drill.pamphlets NOW.
JULY .3, 1969
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REMEMBER CZECH·O SLOVAKIA?
REMEMBER CZECH·O SLOVAKIAI
"To be dominated is evil; to dominate
others is· worse"
·By J AROSLA V

VAJDA

Editor's Note: As we are giving
thanks and observing Independence
Day, it might be well for us to be re·
minded that millions of people in other .
lands do not enjoy the freedo.-m we
Americans take for granted. H'ere is a
first-hand report of w_hat happened to
.Czechoslovakia just last summer.ELM

A reform .leader, saying goodbye to
us the evening of Aug. 21, was trying
manfully to maintain his composure as
he assisted us in fleeing to the sane·
tuarY of the free West. I felt helpless
and cowardly leaving. "What can we
do to· help?" I asked. 44Nothing," he
said. "We do not want to see World
War III begin over th~s."

This slogan will not be scribbled on
-the walls of Czechoslovakia's cities, but
you can be sure it will be engraved in
every heart that lived through the still
shocking invasion of 1968.

As a Christian I groped for a word
of - encouragement. It seemed like a
weak and· hollow suggestion, but I said:
<(At least we'll pray for , you."

He didn't laugh. "You know," he said,
Eleven hundred years of on imd off "we need that ail much as anything, It's
occupation have convinced this nation -Dne way of remembering."
of 14.5 million in the heart of Europe
And the border guard, as we were
that survival / depends on remembering. leaving the country, .added to his fareVladimir Nabokov, who has made a well: "We won't give up. Don't forget
deep study of memory, notes in ·his us.''
latest book (Ada or Ardor): 41You lose
your immortality when you lose your
There is so much to remember. The PRAGUE-Young Czechs with national
memory . • . It is only through mem· events before and immediately after flag are riding on truck in Pri~opy
ory that we possess the ·past."
the invasion are as fresh and clear in Street protesting against Russian Occumy mind as the moment they occured. pation, Aug.. 1968,
If the survival of Israel and of its
:tai·th was linked to the annual comItem: The smiling face of · Alexan- painted on the face of the Comeniu.s
administration
building,_
memoration of the Passover and the der Dubcek, enjoying the support , of University
about
30
feet
above
the
street,
the slorepeated recital of its events, and the more than 90 per cent. of the populaexistence of Christianity depends on tion, mostly non-members of the Com- . gan: "To be dominated is evil; to domthe frequent celebration of the Lord's munist Party, stating the purpose of, inate others is worse." The words were
still there -to greet the invaders on Au.Supper ("in remembrance of Me"), and his unique reform program: "We want
gust 21.
if the malefactor's eternal · hope rested to give socialism' a hujlla,n f11ce."
on the crucified Savior's remembrance
ltei:n: Some 50,000 political prisonItem: The open borders, into and
of him--one can readily comprehend
ers
were being rehabilitated, -that is,
the significance of · anniversaries and out of the country, the sunniest spot given a clean bill of health,,.cleared of
behind
the
Iron
Curtaih.
Citiz.ens,
free
their importance, especially for people
false · charges, -and returned to former
to travel abroad at last, preferring to
living in hope.
return to their open cage, hopeful o! occupations. Unjustly conde!'!:!.ned and
Aug. 21, 1968, will be 'rememb~red in acquiring even greater freedom. Re- executed leaders had their good names
Czechoslovakia. And it must be remem- membering a visit three years earlier, restored for -the historical record.
bered by the rest of the world that I did not expect ·t he casual and cheer- Names and writings banned for deccares about its own and its neighbor's ful crossing of the. same border in 1968. ades were reappearing. The average
freedom.
Czechoslovakia had become a country person was still -trying to get used to
speaking openly without fear of mid·
to visit, not to flee from.
As I recall the week preceding the
night arrest.
·
invasion in Bratislava, ·the capital of
Item: An almost completely free
Item: In contrast to my previous
Slovakia, certain events and remarks press and communications media. Cartake on weightier significance.
toons lampooning the foibles of so- visit, people were openly happy; they
cialism and government leaders with- were hopeful that · their daring experiA university student, ~njoying with , out fear of reprisal. TV documentaries men-t would work and provide a pathis countrymen ·the fruits ol the free- exposing negative ·national conditions, tern for other socialist satellites; the
dom he _and his :friends had precipitated and the government welcoming con- creative arts were burgeoning; building and trade were breaking out of a
the year before, broke down before me structive criticism.
on the morning of the invasion and
20-year repression. Everyone seemed to
cried: 44The world will 'Wring its hands
Item:. Twci weeks before my arrival be racing to make up fo.r lost tim~, or
and shake its head over what is hap- in Bratislava, Russia and Czechoslo- rushing ·t o beat an ominous r deadline
pening here today, but it will aoon for· vakia had signed a pact in the historic the,Y secretly sensed was not far off.
Town Hall. At that time a student had It was· too good not to end.
aoet. What's the use "
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Item: Long empty churches were
now crowded. We had to walk around
two overflow crowds standing on the
sidewalk
outside
Roman
Gatholic
churches. Inside, prayers were being offered for the national leaders. The Lutheran mothe? church in the capital
was petitioning" for the resumption of
:Sunday morning broadcasts after a
silence of 20 years.
After two decades, children would
again be able tq attend religious instruction classes without intimidation.
Young people were returning to th~
church. Hundreds of priests, nuns, and
pastors were being released from years
of imprisonment. The "paper shortage"
was easing for religious boo~s and
periodicals. Christians were being restored to first-class citizenship.
Who could ever forget those exhilirating 221, days?
And who could ever forget the sudden
termination of that "spring"?
Together with the stunned' populace
we awoke at three in the morning to
the drone of incoming airplanes and
the endless rumble of tanks and trucks
passing beneath our window. It was a
sc.ene out of "Twilight Zone." Soldi~rs
w1th t?mmy-guns posted at e:'ery ·mter~e~t1on, people clustered at bus stops
dec1dmg whet?er ~ .go to work, the
doors to pubhc bu1ld~ngs . barred, peop~e on the streets hste~mg to trans1sto; radios. and engag!ng the teenage mvaders m conversation.
The first radio announcement is repeated throughout the pre-dawn hours:
"We eonfirm the invasion 'o f our country by the troops of five Warsaw Pact
nations. Please maintain calm. Do not
commit" any acts of provocation. Listen
f.or further bulletins." \

only bridge crossing the Danube into
Czechoslovakia at the Austrian border.
They form a wall of flesh to stop the
\ncoming ·tartks and armored trucks.
The police open a path for departing
citizens in cars, trucks and busses, but
they refuse to allow. the military vehicles entry.
The crowd, in appreciation, bounces
the laughing policemen on its shoulders. But the ' pleasure is short-lived. An
armored truck comes· down the center
lane of the bridge, cannon firing into
the air, and disperses the crowd. Young
people climb onto the truck, beating it
with sticks and fists, but the resistance
is futile. The machine gun is fired 9ver
the heads of the demonstrators and
lowers foot by foot until everyone
scatters.

face a worse hell than before." Fifty
thousand of them have the same idea. :
Some nourish a flickering hope that a
united country can hold out for a while
against an invaqer who is having trouble finding collaborators, but they are ·
realistic enough to know that a small '
minority in key positions can revert thE!
country to its previous night. If there
was any friendship or respect for their
compulsory allies prior to Aug. 21,
was gone for good. The occupiers mighti
control their bodies· and buildings, but ~
their minds, their hearts, their wm.!...·
and their memories-were out of reach.:

it:

Memory. This would be their hidden
flame of hope. All events have their 1
anniversaries. And the heart cannot be'
prevented from observing them.

In October they would be remember. '
A flag bearing student falls to the ing the 50th anniversary of their counstreet, bleeding from the stomach. He try's founding in the ashes of bankrupt
is dragged off by his comrades und·er empire and devasta~ing war. in January '
fire. A 17-year-old girl, standing on the -the beginning of the Dubcek "spring."
steps of the university building, On ·May Day-their forced marriage to
screams "Fascist!" at a passing ar- communism with its mask removed~
mored truck and is shot to death by And other dates-\)irthdays or death
days of national heroes, not one of
a nervous Russian "liberator."
whom is a military hero or national
An hour later a new demonstration · tyrant.
•
builds. People wallc down Roosevelt
Avenue lined with dozens of diagonally
~ug. 21-a ~ay to remember.
__parked tanks, questioning the perplexeo
To remember, without vengeance, but
crews or telling them in Russian to go
home. Editors and their printers ap- with patient hope, and thereby to live.
pear on Red Liberation Square distributing armfuls of a single sheet final The Rev. Mr. Vajda (pronounced
edition of the daily paper which they VI-DA), editor of This Day magazine,
published .on a secret press. The copies monthly periodical of Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis, Mo., and Luare free.
'
theran pastor, spent a week in BlatiNew friends and acquaintances who slava, the capital of his ancestral land
regaled us with open hospitality the day of Slovakia, attending an abruptly
before · are now desperate. "We must shortened summer seminar on Slovak
leave the country," they say, "or we Language and Culture in 1968.

..

At 7 a.m., the TV station goes on
the air, repeating the same announcement, reporting the step by sj;ep progress of the occupation, reading dozens
of telegrams and communications from
every labor union and official organization, pledging loyalty and support to
the "legally constituted government of
· Dubcek, Svoboda, Cernik and Smrkovsky."
The TV lounges are jammed with
dazed and depressed listeners. There is
no · communication with the outside
world. All travel in and out of the
country is · halted." Foreigners are ad- •
vised to wait for instructions. TV announcers, barricaded in their studios,
appeal to Vienna TV to tape the transmissions for the outside world so long
as they can telecast. Views of the invading troops and the passive resisters
are shown from the rooftop of the TV
building.
At noon hundreds of citizens, most
of them young people who had never
known political freedom prior. to January 1968, gat~er ,at the base of the
.JULY 3, 1969
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Texas Baptist ~tudents
earn national merit awards-

WASHINGTON-Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew hit hard at student
anarchy as he addressed 121 of the nation's top high school graduates here,
including at least two Southern Baptists.
·
· In obvious references to high school
and college· ·disorders the vice president
charged that young: dissidents around
the world, impatient with the problem:;;
at hand, "seek to d~stroy 'the system'

which they presume perpetrated or perpetuated these problems.
"Anarchists aren't interested in answers, only in creating some romanticized vacuum where good will prevails,"
he said.
· '
"When dissenters look scruffy and behave deplorably, they are turning people
off all across America," the vice president continued.

Unity in diversity

New Orleans Convention:
an appraisal .

Describing anarchy, in the words of
Thomas Hobbes, as. "nasty, brutish. and
short," Agnew · saiQ the "the first idea
that mus·t give ·way if we are to have
progress is the idea of anarchy."
He then called on the youth of today
to dedicate themselves to the causes of
peace, the .quality of the environment,
and the quapty of ,life. "These," he
said, "embrace the problems of our cities, of ~overty, of ignorance and prejudice."
The occasion of the vice president's
remarks was the presentation of presidential scholars medals to 121 high school seniors selected 'from more than
1 million of this year's graduating classes.
Among those in the nation's capital
for their awll.rds were at least two Baptists, F . Lane Heard, Bellaire High
.School, BelfaTre, a suburb of Houston,
Tex., .and Susan R. Latham, Robert E . .
Lee High School, Houston. (BP)

BY HERSCHEL H. HOBBS
Pastor, First Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma;
past president, Southern Baptist' Convention
To me, the most significant actions taken by the Convention at New Orleans
were the election of a president and the adoption of Dr. James L. · Sullivan!s
substitute motion.
The presidential election was not a matter of Criswell versus .S mith. It was
a confrontation between the conservative and the more liberal positions in theology
and procedures. By an overwhelming vote the Convention endorsed the conservative
position. . ·
Dr. Sullivan's motion was a moderate. but forceful substitute for a motion
which would have required all Sunday School Board writers and Seminary professors to sign [annually] a statement of faith concerning the Bible. The substitute motion avowed faith in "The Statement of Faith and Message" adopted
in Kansas ·City in 1963 calling upon the trustees of all agencies of the Convention
to adhere to its contents which include the broad base of faith held by Southern
Baptists, but which in its preamble guards . the individual conscience before God.
According to information which came t o me, Dr. Sullivan's motion passed by a
vast majority [5,870 to 3,416]. '
The significance of these two actions is simply this: On the one hand, th~
messengers strongly endorsed the conservative position rather than the more liberal one. On the other hand, the messengers endorsed the conservative position
rather than an ultra-conservative one. Which means that Southern Baptists are
stil~ a progressively conservative group of people. ·

MISS

MRS. NELSON ·

GA camp guests
Amon-g mi'ssionaries· who will be
guests at Girls' Auxiliary Camp at Baron July 14-19 are Mrs. Edward W. Nelson of Chile and Miss Nan Owens of
Nigeria. Miss Owens is a native of Arkansas and Mrs. Nelson a former "resident.
Expected for other GA Campa are
Mrs. Albert I. Bagby, Miss Amanda
Tinkle and· Mrs. John D. Floyd who
serve in Brazil; Nigeria and the Philippin~s. Representing Home Missions
during the entire camping season will
be Miss Patsy McGee from Ervay Baptist C!!nter, Dallas.

Growing out of my experience as president of the Convention (1961-1963)
it has oeep my conviction that. among Southern Baptists about five percent are
to the right and five percent' are to the left. And ninety percent are down the
conservative middle. The New Orleans Convention tends· to affirm it.

Camp registrations should.: be sent to
State WMU office, 210 Baptist Bldg., ·
Little Rock 72201.

This is the traditional situation among Southern Baptists. The original Statement of Faith and Message was born out of the theological battles o'f the 1920's.
It kept our denomination anchored to the Scriptures during that storm. The
revised form of this
Statement
was
the
product
of theological ·
problems in the early 1960's; The revision did not change the original Statement
in substance, but sought to adapt its emphases to the needs of this generation.
The fact that the Convention in 1963 without changing even a punctuation mark
overwhelmingly approved this Statement demonstrates that the anchor let down
iti. 1925 still holds.

Chartered buses are scheduled to go
to the Young Woman's t;uxiliary Con·
ference, Gl~rieta, July 17-23, an:d the
WMU Conference, 'Ridgecrest, Aug. 713. Inquiries and reservations should be
diretted to State WMU Office.

Ever so often the cry goes up that Southern · Baptists are about to divide
over theology. For whatever it is worth, my judgment ' is that such will not
take place, .certainly not in the foreseeable future. we shall continue to have our
differences. This is inherent in our basic belief in the competency of every soul
before God. But amid the hue and cry .of the minority groups on either side,
Southern Baptists will march together in the tie that binds our hearts in Christian love. We shall go forward in our un1ty in diversity.
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Other summer
opportunities

Other training opportunities 'incfude
a one-day conference for local church
WMU leadership, . Aug. 21, and a con·
ference for Associational WMU leadership, Aug. 2>6. Each of .these will be
held at Immanuel Church, Little, Rock.Naitey Cooper, Executive Secretary and
Treasurer
·
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Beware liberalism and fundamentalism
B~ J.

TERRi YOUNG,

'l'here are two th_eological tendenci~s

~hich Southern Baptists need to avo~d.

They ~re liberalism and fundamentalism. Each,. can lead to a major distortion of Christian truth. As the terms
are common,ly us.ed by some people you
might get the impression that fyrtda·
mentalism is the only alternative .to liberalism. But this· is not the case at all.
Conservati~ is a middle ground where
the majority of ~southern Baptists
would probably stand.

LIBERAL
Strangely enough, liberalism f and
fundamentalism are remarkably similar
in method even though they reach opposite conclusions. The liberal places
great reliance upon the pow!!r of
human reason to build an acceptable religious system of belief. The liberal
constructs his religious views in such
a way that they can be entirely dem-

Editor, 1'he Cali!f?·nia fouthe1"?i Baptist

onstrated 1 or defended by the power of
CONSERVATIVE
reason., In' the process, he finds . it nee- -1
es.sary to discard or explain away some
In ,between these two theological exof the supernatural elements that he tremes· there is the middle ground of
finds in the Bible.
the conservative position where most
of us Southern Baptists probably
stafid. The conservative accepts the Bible a's the fully inspired word of God.
FUNDAMENTAL
He does · not feel an inner necessity to
,
explain away the supernatural elements
In reaction to this reduction of the of his faith. Neither is he afraid to use
super11atural, the fundamentalist uses the full power of human reason and
his reason to. determine a few selected modern scientific skills to throW' light
fundamental beliefs which must· be de- upon what is contained in the scripfended at all costs. The 'fundamentaiist tures. The conservative is basically
uses his reason in an attempt to build committed to faith in the inspired word
an impenetrable wall ·about his nar- of God and seeks to honor that comrow selecti)>n of basic beliefs. In his mitment by gaining all the insight. POl!·
concentratron upon these fundamentals sible irtto th~ Bible by using all of the
he so narrows his range of Christian scholarly tools that he can command.
belief that he, .too, scuttles some of the A conservative refuses to follow the libteachings of the Bible. If the tendency eral in emasculating the Bible by reof the liberal is t<} get broader and ducing the supernatural and he also re~
broader, the tend'ency of the fundamen- fuses to follow the fundamentalist In
talist is to become narrower and nar- forcing the word of God into narrow
rower.
molds of his own- making.

The bookshelf
The Cross in the Marketplace, by Foy
Valentine, . Word, $3.50.

Sign of the Star, by R. Earl Allen,
a Broadman Inner qr~le Book, $1.50

· Communicating Love Through Pllayer, by Rosalind Ri111ker, Zondervan,

Here are eloquent but disturbing
chapters about such vital issues as
church renewal, communism, the new
morality. Dr. Valentine speaks from a
broad experience of training and service.

Men Who Made Missions, by Leon
McBeth, Broadman Inner Circle Book,
$1.60
,

$2.60

!Streams in the Desert, Vol. 2, by Mrs.
Chas. E. Cowman, Zondervari, $2.~5
Mrs. Cowman provides an inspiring
Scripture text and devotional comment
for . every 'day in the year.
'

1

The Thinking Book, by Melva Cook,
Broadman, $1.36
The Bible and the Church, by Sam·
uel Terrien, Westminster, $1.50
.Signs of His Coming, by Arthur E.
Bloomfield, :)l_e thany Fellowship, $1,50

_. Evolution and the Modem Christian,
·by Henry M. Morris, Presbyterian and
Amos,1 a Study Guide by ·David Gar- Reformed Publishing Company, $1
land, Zopder\ran paperback $1
Realities, · The Miracles. of · God Ex' Welcome Speeches and Emer'~ncy perienced Today, M. Basilea• Schli111k,
Addresses for All Occasions, by Her- · Zondervan, $1.50
scheL H. ··Hobbs, Zondervan paperback
The Miracles of America, by George
'$1
· L. Ford, Zondervan, $1
Cuba's Miracle Lad, by Don W. HilThe Roads We Travel, by F;rank
lis as told to Naomi A. Dallas, Baker, Johnson Pippin, Bethany ·Press, $3.50
$1.50
These 17 sermons offer advice and
When John Wesley Was
Boy, by guidance for young people, for laymen,
Helen B. Walters, Bakel', $1.6Q
and "for all who suffer from a feeling
Jesus Christ, Prophet, Priest, by An- of 'homelessness'."
drew Murray, Betha~;r Fellowship $1
The • Healing of Sorrow, by Norman
Journeyman Missionary, b¥ Jesse C. Vincent Peale, International Book ServFletcher, a Broadman Inner Circle ice, $2."95
Book, $1.50
Dr. Peale draws upon his own ex·
God's Answer to Anxiety, by B. W. perience to help readers meet the shock
of the loss of loved ones.
Woods, Broadman, $1.60

a
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·Candid discussions of barriers 1 that
hinder the flow of God's love· to and
'through us.
Interpreting the Atonement, by Robert H. Culpepper, Eerdmans, paperback,
$2.46

We1Jews and You Christians, by Samuel Sandmel, Lippincott, 1967, $3.95 .
Addressed to Christians, this book
b.Y. a Jewish scholar may serve as a
basis for dialogue between Jews and
:between Christians and tews.

I

A · Life Worth Lil:!n'g, by C.1 A. Roberts, Word, $3.50
'
Are you concerned about sex? About
truth? About dogma? Dr. Roberts applies timeless Bi·ble wisdom to. tl}ese
and many other concerns of today.

----Deaths
MRS. G. R. NAYLOR, mother of
President Robert E. Naylor of South-'
western Seminary, died June 14 in
Guthrie, Okla. She wa•s 87. She was the
widow · of a pioneer B{).ptist preacher
and had lived in Oklahoma mGS.t <Jf her
life.
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Tax exemptions out
for Americans United
WASHINGTON-Americans United
for Separation of Church and State reported here that the Internal Revenue
Service has revoked its tax-exempt
status.
l<
•
The revocation notice said that the
organization is "action"-6riented and
as such is not eligible for tax · exemption.
Glenn L. Archer, ex~utive director
of the o~rganization, declined comment,
other than to say, "We will have a
conference with IRS a~ an early date."
A four-page letter from t~·e \Internal
Revenue Service included this paragraph as ·the basis for its ruling:
~'By advocating your· position to O'thers, thereby attempting to secure general accentance of your beliefs; by engaging in general' legislative activities
•to implement your views; and by urging enactment or defeat of proposed
legislation which you be_lieve inimical
to your principles, ·you have ceased to
function exclusively in the educator's
role of informant in that your advocacy is not merely td increase the knowledge of your audience, but to secure
acceptance of, and action on, your
views concerning legislative proposals,
thereby, encroaching. upon the prescribed legislative area.'' (BP)
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Pole fishing with live bait
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POLE 1 fishing, with sirnple /took, line, and bobber is the "simple ' life," Li~e
bait helps to make it both' ertciting and prod'\(-cttve .a t times.

Fishing with a simple hook, line, bobber, and cane pole may· not be as
glamorous as angling with a rod, reel, and artificial! bait •.but it can be just as
exciting and often more productive.
Live bait fishjng is stil\ the most popular way to catch fish jn our state.
' There is something about dropping a minnow, worm, or cricket into a ~ively
spot tha~ is extremely intriguing.
Knowing which spot to fish is one of the 'secrets' o'f successful fishing.
This is partly learned by experience, but there are some anglers who seem to
have an instinctive al;>ility to fish the ri~ht spot. The differ11nce of .a f~w it).ches
as to where a minnow 10r other bait, is put often is the differen·clil of whet)ler
or not a fish is caught.
· \
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In his opening remarks at the hearing, Sen. Williams summarized some of
•the major points made in the task force
report:

Older People 'explosion'
demands public action .
WASHINGTON-Problems of the
"retirement revolution" and the growing poverty' conditions of older people
Were aired by a U.S. Senate special
committee on aging here.
Sen. Harrison A. Williams Jr. (D.,
N. J.),· chairman of the committee, declared that economic problems will not
be solved for the elderly of the future
"·unless this nation takes positive, comprehensive actions going far beyond
those .of recent years."
A special task force working paper
on "Economics of Aging" revealed many
of the urgent problems facing the na-

CHURCH FURNITURE

tion by the population explosion of older people.
The paper pointed out that there are
now 20 million persons 65 years or older
hi the nation. Half of these are 73 and
over. Between 19eo and 1985 this age
group will rise 50 per cent, while the
population 8'5 and older may double.

At

:Baptist College?

A

Openings for Fall 1969
--NURSING

Mathematics
Any Church Can Afford
WAGONER BROTHERS
"
.
MANUFACTURING CO.
· Write or Call
Phone OR 5-2468
BOONEVILLE, ARKANSAS

Art

M.S.

M. F. A. or Doctorate

Physical Education Doctorate
Write Box 1075
UNION UNIVERSITY

Jackson, Tenn.. 38301

BIBLE LANDS SEMINAR & TOUR

$70

- Americans m i d d 1 e-age, or even
younger, should be concerned about projections and · other studies which indicate tha't Social Security, private pensions, and other forms of retirement il1come are not improving fast enough to
reverse or significantly counter present
economic trends. ('BP)

M.S.

Repeating by popular demand of . Pastors and Church Members
THE THIRD ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SEASON

DR. DEHONEY

-There is an income gap between
older and younger people. This has long
been recognized, but a iess well-known
fact is •that this gap is widening. Generally speaking, elderly couples and singles have less than half the income of·
thos·e still in the work force.

Religious groups throughout the nation are showing increasing concern in
recent years for the elderly, poor. There
-There is every reason to believe
are 16 homes for the aged operated by , that the economic position of persons
state conventions affiliated with the Iiow old will deteriorate markedly in
Southern Baptist Convention.
·the years ahead. Th,ere is no good reason
for thinking that. low income in old age
is a transitional problem that, given
Would You Like to
. present trends, will solve itself.

Teach in a

Price

~Many old Americans who are poor
did not ·become poor until they became
old. Approximately three out .of ten• people 6'5 and older- in contrast to one out
of nine younger people- are liv1ng in
poverty.

wltl'!
.
DR. WAYNE DEHONEY
Past President-sac
Convention-PastorAuthor.
DR. KENNETH CHAFIN
Billy Graham Professor at
Southern Baptist Seminary.
Other Outstanding Lecturers
Pastor, Layman, S. S. Teacher,
Student-This "dream of a LifeDR. CHAFIN
Time" can be yours for as Little as\
Down payment only and take up to 24 months to
pay .balance-or pay total cost of $699 for the Holy
Land with Athens or Rome added.

In addition to "The Arkansas Baptist" read

the christian CENTURY
America's most influential religious journal-to keep pace
with the swift ch~nges of a
turbulent time, to be •alive to
the issues facing mankind and
to be informed of Christian
opinion on those i;~sues, to gain
a refreshing and creative approach. New subscribers may
read this ecumenical wg~kly
for 60 weeks. \ for only $6.00!
Subscribe now!

The Christian Century, Dept. ABN
407 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60605
Nome'------------------~~~
I
Add res,.__,
__________..______....!.._

City

10 DAYS-DEPARTURE DEC •. 31

For detailed itinerary or to enroll write:
Christia~ Bible Lands Seminar, 2103 High Ridge Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40207
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Children _~s

Will the real Mr. Frog
please leap up?
By

NANCY

M.

ARMSTRONG

Toad finds a hole and .covers up until
warm weather returns. Frog frequently
sinks to the bottom of a pool and stays
there. When they are active, they get
oxygen by swallowing air. But when
· they are inactive, the blood in their skin
is a·ble to absorb enough oxygen from
water to keep them alive. You see, ·Toad
and Frog do not fight cold; they yield
to it. They practtcally stop living. Heart
action ceases. The temperature of their
blood may fall even to freezing. Yet,
it will rise. again and the little fellows
will become active when warm spring
days arrive.

What is the difference between Frog
Toad ·is always hungry. He sits with
and Toad? . Which is which? The skin his head bent forward, his eyes bright.
of the little fellows will tell you at a When a fly lights within ' two inches of
glance. Frog has smooth green skin.-, his nose, he makes no movement of his
Sometimes he has beautiful stripes and head · or body that we can see. His
spots. Toad is grayish brown, with a mouth opens-the fly is. gone. If the
rough waJ.1;y skin. Frog has teeth and a fly is farther away, Toad springs forsmall tongue. Toad has no teeth, but ward on his strong hind legs. That is
he has a long sticky tongue fastened to all we see him do. But again, the fly
the front of his mouth instead of to is gone. His tongue is quicker than our
the back. He can really stick his tongue eyes.
out fast and far. He catches his food
· Toad lives on land more than Frog
with his tongue.
does. But water is necessary to both.
If they have to, they can go a long
time without food. But they would perish in a day without water. Yet they
Sailors
never drink as we drihk. They lay on
their flat little bellies and soak up waYou'd never gues!'l my bed''s a boat ter like a sponge.

For sailing on a nighttime sea.
We have a jolly crew afloat,
Though we are only three.
My wooly dog is our first mate
When out upon· the tide we go.
My teddy bear commands our
· ~
ship,
I operate our radio.
J

.

When daytime comes, I want to
tell,
But find I never can recall,
The places where we docked our
ship
And things ~e saw, at all.
-By Brierly Ashour
(Sunday School· Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
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Af·t er Toad has a fine night hunting
for· bugs and worms, he kicks himself
into bed. -He backs up, kicking and elbowing his way into loose dirt. He'
screws and twists until he is out of
sight.. He lies with his big popeyes sticking out, half asleep, half awake. But
~hould a hungry snake crawl by, he
simply pulls in his eyes, letting the
loose dirt fall over his head. The snake
passes on. It is good that he can easily
hide. Toad's only o.t her means of defense is to swell up to a ~reat size in
hope of frightening the enemy.
Toad and Frog are both cold-blooded.
That doesn't mean they are cruel. It
means the temperature of their bodies
.changes with the heat or cold iri the
air around them. If the day is hot, so
is the blood in Toad and Frog. They
feel lively and happy, When nights grow
chilly and frost appears, their blood
grows cold. They feel tired and lazy.
T~ey hunt winter quarters to hibernate.

In the springtime, Mrs. Toad and Mrs.
Frog deposit eggs on the water. The
eggs form a thic~ jelly-like ·mass on
the surface. Youngs·ters hatched from
these eggs are called tadpoles or polliwogs. They swim in the .streams or
ponds. They feed on grasses or seaweeds.
Soon their heads grow larger, tails become narrower and shorter, legs break
through the skin. The first thing you
know, instead of swimming, they are
leaping through the water with a push
from their strong hh1d legs. Then• they
eat insects, worms, and small fishes.
They are toads and frogs. '
Because of his warty skin, Toad has
often been blamed for causing warts on
people. Doctors know he is not the
cause, so let's stop blaming him.
(Sunday .School Board Syndicate, all
rights
reserved) .
1

A worthwhile lesson
I heard him singing in j;he rain ;·
A robin, young and shy,.
Made me believe it's best by far
.To sing instead of cry.
I watched a spider spin a web

Out in the blazing sun,
And not a minute did she waste
Until the task was done.
A lesson from these creatures
wild
I learned tha:t very day;
'Tis this: when there's. a task to
do,
I'll do it; then I'll play:
-By Alice M. Barr
ARKANSAS BAPTIST NEWSMAGAZINE

!------------Sunday School lessons
Christ's call to discipleship

Life and Work ·
·July 6,

196~

Matthew 4:18·22;
By C. W. BROCKWELL JR., Education Director
Calvary Baptist Church, North Little Rock

!1:9·13

it will not take long to finish the Thla leuon treatment Ia based on the Life . . .. being better than some humans. "Peo•
•
d h'
• WOI'k Carrleulam for Southern Blaptlat Cllllrell•
fxrst unxt of our new stu Y t IS quarter. ••· eopyrltrht by The Sunday Sehool Board of ple who are well don't need a doctor,"
I mean, this lesson is it. We must get the Southern Baptist Convention. AU rltrlltJ n- he said. "Sick people do " ·
. ht t o the pom.
• t
sernd. Used . by permlulon.
rxg
While they were trying to digest that
Note that Jesus began where · they
The task before us is to disco·rer and were-fishermen-and invited them to remark, Jesus enlarged his point: "Now
relate to the "meaning of discipleship.'' · bec~me something new-fishers of men. 1 go away and learn the meaning of this
It is a "cram" course on thf'l teachings It was a call they understood. for the verse of Scripture, 'It's not your sacri·
of Jesus Christ. It may turn out to be moment and would come to understand fices and your gifts I want-! want you
an expose of what we are compared to more fully in time. But do not forget, to ·be merciful.' For I hawe come to
what we should be. You are probably it was primarily a call to service. Jesus earth to urge sinner's, not the self·
deciding right now whether you want to deluded no one.
righteous, back to God.''
get involved in such an adventure. Have
We do not know what happened right
Is one to be known by the
hope, for -God's Word was never meant
after Jesus said that, but if some of the
company he keeps?
simply t~ condemn us but to co11vert
modern alkalizers had been on the marus.
The story continues, "· •• as Jesus ket then they would have had a good
went on down the road.• .'' Matthew, day. And doctors keep telling us not
Can anything good happen
the tax collector and public enemy No. to bring up unpleasant subjects at
on a beach?
"One day Jesus was walking . along 1, heard the call1 of Jesus. He, too, said 1 mealtime!
the beach beside the Lake of Galilee yes immediately and there ~s no indica. • ."Thus begins one of the shortest tion he left 'his secretary irt charge eiWhat's it really all about anyway?
and, indeed, the longest story of all ther. One thing he did do, though, was
It is clear, then, from these two
time. It was brief as it soon ended in to introduce · Jesus to his friends-the
death on the cross;, yet it continues to- Mafia of that day? In the eyes of the passages of Scripture, that Christ's call
day through the resurrected Christ. Of Pharisees this was far worse than Billy to discipleship was a call to · s:ervice--a
eourse, the first disciples did not know Graham's appearance on Laugh-In and call to introduce others to Jesus. Dis·
all of · this. All they knew was they the front cover of Esquire magazine is cipleship means involvement in ,the
things of God. ,
were making a living when Jesus called to some· today.
them to share a life. They were right
'
"Good grief," they said, "why does · Consider another ~f Jesus' invita·
in the middle of their recreation tfme your teacher associate with men like tions: "Come unto me, all ye that .labor
when Jesus called.
that?" At this point in their lives, and are heavy laden, and I will give you
How distracting for us when someone many of . the disciples could not under- rest." ' He is. clearly calling for the· tired
phones about a problem .r ight in. the stand that either. But Jesus, · who was people of this world to rest in him.
middle of our favorite TV program! more than human, knew how to deal
If this s.ounds like "do nothing" reHow frustrated we get when we make with people who think of themselves as ligion, read on. "Take my yoke upon
a social visit to a friend and soon get r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r you, and learn of me; for I am lowly
deeply involved in a bottomless problem
in heart; and ye shall find rest unto
Our one aim
of theirs! I tell you, it is Jesus calling
your souls."
us to service just as he did then to
·To Jesus, rest does not mean sitting
Peter and Andrew, James and John.
"Why do we live?" the cynic cries, in the shade, wishing salvation would
Matthew, in retelling the story, "Why figure up the sums ?
come to all mankind. Lnstead, _i.t; means
makes it a point to . let us know their
the rest of service, the refreshment of
With
all
this
mad
pursuit
of
gain,
response was immediate and total. They
loving, helping; lifting. The yoke of
certainly did not take their nets along, No satisfaction comes."
service is lighter than the burden of
just in case.
uselessness. The only real joy in this
·For some there is only pleasure, life comes from serving God.
But why fishermen? Why not carpenters, or farmers, or some other Self-pity engulfs not a few,
If discipleship is involvement, it also
group of men? Actually, it seems that While those who live for other:;
is investment. Jesus put in 30 years'
Jesus called men ·regardless of occupa- Have joy, their rightful due.
preparation for three years:' hard work.
tion. He simply chose the ones he
l{e planted 12 men to harvest millions
1
wanted and we do not have to justify Created in His image, may
of .men. He gave one life to atone for
his choices one way or th·e other. In· We only· have one aim,
all who want to live. His kingdom
·
stead, what he did was to use the backarithmetic was madness with men but
ground. of these ordinary men to ac- To the .best of our ability,
precious with God. The call to disciP.lecomplish. his purposes.
To glorify His name.
ship is a call to· ptit your lift~ to work
for -God.
Nothing is ever a total loss to God.
...:_Gertrude Jesser
He can always use what we have if . we
Tell the nominating .c!ommittee what
Fayetteville
are willing to surrender ourselves to
you want to do next year befbre somehim.
. one gets a,head of you I
JULY 3, 1969
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Go~'s

plan a~d man's rebellion

International
July 6, 1969
Genesis 1 :l; 2:7 ·9;

By

DR. VESTER

E.

3:\·S

WOLBER

Religion Department
Ouaehita Baptiat University
The aim of this lesson calls for concentration on the place of· man in God's
purpose and the manner in which man
responded to this purpose.
"In the beginning God" (1 :1)
The subject under discussion throughout the first chapter of Genesis is God,
whieh word appears on an average of
about one time per verse. The chapter
gives a religious account of creation,
an expanded explanation of the first
verse.
God's plan for man (2:7-9)
The first indieation of the Lord's
plan for the human race appears in connection with God's creative work on the
sixth day (1:26-31). The record tells of
God planning t.o create man in God's
image and to give him authority over
lower levels of creation. It states that
God did so make man, male and fe·
male, and charged them to multiply and
1ubdue the earth.
"A' living soul" (2:7~9)
A' second account of creation appears
in the second chapter. It zooms in on
the creat!on of man. The details are:
1. God used basic
ing man's body. Like
mals, it is eomposed
ter de~~tth returns to

materials in makthat of lower aniof matter and afdust (3:19).

'2. God imparted something of his own
spirit when he "breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul." It was in this phase
of man's make-up that he was made
in the image and likeness of God.
Man's kinship · with God inheres in his
self-eonscious intelligence, his freedom
of will, his self-judging morality, and

The Outlln~a of .,the International Bible L"aona for Christian Teaching, Uniform Series, .
are ·copyrighted by the Inter111ational Counell
of Rell&'ious EdUcation. Used by permission,

his controllable emotions.
3. The Lord put Adam in a suitable
environment and charged· him to dress
and keep it. Among the beautiful-- and
fruitful trees of the park were also "the
tree of life" and "the tree of the knowledge of good and evil." This . verse
seems to indieate that Adam was not
only placed in a physical garden but
in a moral environment as well--one
in whieh he would be called on to ex. ercise moral choices.

Since Adam was inherently different
from lower animals, he found no . basis
for companionship w~th them; so the
Lord took a portion of Adam's body
and fashioned it into a woman. God's
first need was to provide a wife for
-~im.

"Lest ye die" (3:1-8)
1. Adam and Eve were thrust into
a morally charged atmosphere in which
they were forced to make moral choices.
They were equally free to choose either
right or wrong; but they were not free
to be morally neutral: they were not
free: not to make .moral choices.
· 2. ·Moral evil was . already in operation before Eve fell: her temptation
seems to have been devised by an evil
intelligenee who worked through the
serpent to beguile and entice her. The
New Testament alludes to fallen angefs
which may have become so prior to the
creation of man (1 Peter 2:2; Jude 6).
3. By adroit dialogue with' the woman, the serpent planted at first doubt
and then disbelief in her mind. He
asked if God had placed a limitation

on her freedom. She answered that he
had forbidden the eating of fruit from
one of the trees "lest ye die." Having,
by asking a question, planted the seed
of doubt in her. mind, he followed it
up with a denial that disobedience
would bring death and a promise that
it would lead to enlightenment and a
fuller life.
'
4. The forbidden fruit appealed to
her physical hunger for food, for intellectual thirst for knowledge, and her
aesthetie love of beauty. These are nor~
mal appetites which are intended to be
satisfied in right channels. Most acts
which are labeled as sinful are acts
which, if exercised in right relationships
and under right circumstances, could be
classed as good. Sin is perverted ,good.
5. The sin of disobedience worked in
them a conseiousness of guilt. We cannot be certain just why they became
conseious of immodesty as a result of
. guilt. Freud taught that all · religious
impulses are grounded in sex impulses;
he would have been nearer the truth,
however, if he had said that religious
guilt gives rise to sexual estrangement.
The conseiousness of sex may l:le a
symptom of deep-seated guilt.
6. The guilty pair tried to hide from
God. Guilt-ridden people often try to
hide from the one in authority over
them who disapproves of their wrongdoings. They first try to hide ·their . sins
and, faili~g in that, try to hide the~selves.
·
Man was made in the image of God,
with almost unlimited capacities for either growth or degradation. He fell
into the downward path of evil because
he wanted the freedom o:t God more
than he wanted the character of God.

_____________

Revivals-~......;..._,.

Zion Church, Fox, May 26-31, held a
revival· in conjunction with Vacati_on
Bible School; Dorsey L. Crow, pastor of
First Chur~h, Marshall, evangelist; · 6
prof·e ssions of faith, 3 additions by letter. Paul Scott is pastor.
James Sibert, pastor of Holly Springs
Church, L.ittle Rock, led a revival,
March 16-23, at Green River Chureh,
Waynesboro, Tenn. There were .4 professions of faith, 4 for baptism, 1 by
letter, and 73 rededications. Thomas
C. Pitman is pastor of Green River
Church.
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; Lakeside Church, Hot Springs, April
27-May 4; Jack Hazlewood, evangelist;
17 professions of faith, 10 by letter.
~endall Black is pastor.
Northvale · Church, Harrison, May ~825; Jamie Coleman, pastor of ·First
Church, Green Forest, evangelist; Re:l
Johnson, Mt. Home, singer;. 13 professions of faith, 11 baptisms, 1 by letter,
2 for special serviee, 38 rededications.
Pastor is Noel Tanner
Holly Springs Church, April 28-May
7, Tom C. Pitman, Waynesboro, Tenn.,
evangelist; Louis Jefferies, sor.g leader;

9 professions of faith, 8 for baptism,
47 rededications. James Sibert is pastor.
Jack Hazlewood, staff evangelist,
First Church, Little Rock, led a reviv~l
at. Highland Chureh, Pampa, Tex., May
4-11; 23 professions of faith, 5 by letter. C. R. Bridges is pastor.
First Church, Lavaca, April 13-23;
Henry Applegate, evangelist; Don Mendenhall, music director; 49 professions
of faith, 17 by letter or statement, 4
f"Or special services. Charles Holcomb is
pastor.
ARKAN~AS
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The disciple's

char~cter

. t·

Life and Work
July 13, 1969
Matthew 5:,1·12

By ·c. W. BROCKWELL JR., Education Director
Calvary Baptist Church, North Little Rock

'

I

The book of Genesis records, "Allll
God said." Jesus Christ, is what 'God
said. He is the living Word Of God. The 1
Gospels record what Jesus said. But, ar
with God, Jesus was before he spoke.
In other words, ~hat' he said in the
Sermon on the Mount was · an extension
of his character: He 'only !\Poke those
words so ' we would have a pattern for
our own ch;1racter as disciples, a· pattern which p~rfectly matched his own
exam.J?le.

Thlo leaaon treatment U. based on the Lite and
W"k Curriculum for ·Southern lloaptlat Cll•rdl•
ee, copyrll'ht by The · Sunday School Board of
the Southern Baptist Convention. All r'-hte naened. Uaed by permiulon,

realize that "there but for the grace· of
Gotl go I" we can treat .others as Christ
treats us.

a loved one but it is quite another thing
~ut what is mercy? And did Christ
suddenly to realize what you have done receive mercy from be'ing mereiful?
to Jesus Christ; that is, how you have Look what they (we) did to him for
ruined the' life God gave you. There is showing intelligent sympathy to those
no remorse quite like that M disap- in sin, in :need. Who showed' mercy upon
pointing someone who expects much of him? Certainly nOt mankind. But the
you. 'i'o know you can never go back Father did! Even though it seemed he
and undo your life is a terrible agony 'left J"esus to suffer alone in •the tdark·
to suffer. Some do not think the.r e is a ness and before the. whole world and he
Thus we begin the second unit of our way back and they grow bitter and try heard that awful cry of desolation froin
study, "A Description of Disciple:Jhip." to ignore God.
'
his Son on I the cross-even so, God
Our aim will be to show the effect our
G d'
d h
\ -..
fort fo ·showed niercy. We know this, for at the
· a d ·m0 t' t'on
h v
po
t \
o s wor
as grea~ com
r
mw r
Iva 1 s a e u n our ou • , those caught in the vise of remorse and l11st Jesus,' said, "Father, into thy hands
ward life, with an end t'to following, guilt. T,here is forgiveness and that is I commit my spirit." God accepted the
Christ in complete dev.otion.
~the only kind of comfort which will · sacrifice o£ his Son for the sin Qf tl'le
world, and that was the greatest mercy.
But' how· do you say . something n~w quie~ the storm of , guilt. Fol'giveness is
about the Sermon on the Mount when indeed the .chiefest blessing of the
PURE. The reward of the pure in
nearly everyone hds read it, studied it, Christian life.
heart is admittance into the very pres·prayed over it and memorized bits of
'QONTROLLED. Jesus' iife provided ence of God day or night. He can be
it? Actually you do not. So this is only the best interpretation for the strange trusted for he lives only to s·erve God,
an attempt to share· what has been words "meek and lowly." He was strong no· side aim or ,personal ambition. ,'He .
shared with this writer with a prayer when he needed to be strong and silent never considers what he will get out of
that God will bless it again. Will you when he desired to be silent. He was this service, only what he can put into
·~oin in that prayer?
'
everything God expected him to be at it. Such a man was Paul, and many are
HUMBLE. Judging from the lives every level of his life. And God gave his ancestors. Evil would take ovt~r in
of some Christians, Matthew 5 :3 has him the world over which to reign. a day were it ~not for these devoted p~o
been , taken· qui~e literally. Some are in- Jesus said the meek would inherit it. ple. "Oh,· God," we pray, "help US \ t.o
r
deed poor in spirit, wholly lacking in That will be because of our relationship be one."
enthusiasm for the things of God. A to him.
PEACEABLE; This last characterfew also have a poor spirit, sour notes
HUNGRY. There. is a lsense in which istic is most important for the role of
in God's musical of red·emption. Ob- a person receivlls enough of Christ to the peacemaker increases day by day.
viously, this is not what Jesus had in satisfy his every need. But when he te- God needs men who can harmonize
.mind by those words. Instead, they sug- ceives Christ in faith he discovers more other men. Some men cause Christians
gest the kingdom citizen is really one needs than he realized existed. Thus ,he, to fly apart, others draw them togethwho knows who he is, a person wh'olly desires more knowledge of and fellow- er. Blessed indeed are tha peacemakdependent upon God. Frankly, without ship with Christ. In short, no man ever ers! If your church is -ble~d with
such a ·realization, one will never renter gets ·enough of Jesus Christ. We must them, thank God. /Honor them ~or they
God's kingdom in the first place. Fur- return again and again for personal fel- are truly sons of the living God'.
thermore it ·is interestiJ;1g to note that l'owship. And the more time, we spend
"What will be the influence of men
Jesus certainly, had this attitude toward with Christ the more his righteousness
1
his Father. He stressed it time and time will shine through our lives. This is not with such characters? These characteragain.
something which ha·s to be explained istics are despised by the high and
but
can be readily observed. You can mighty. The graces of the Beatitudes
Now what do the humble get? They
just
tell who spends time with Christ . are treated as /Weaknesses by the arroget the kingdom of· heaven, not a piece
gl'lnt. It is inevitable that the teaching
and
who
does not, can't you?
of real estater out an opportunity to do
·of the .Beatitudes will be resented and
God's perfect will.
'
MERC~FUL. The
righteousness of opposed by tho~ who think that opediChrist sHining through our lives, forms ence to them will prevent realization of
REPENTENT. Did you ever stand a basis upon which we can be com' beside a 'm other who had lost her child passionate · toward others. When we self or 'self-expression.' In these, the
Cliristian character arouses persecution
in death and hear the heart-rending
and causes reviling. It has always been
sobs of her soul? Then you know the ·
so. Yet those whose characters are givfeeling behind this word "mourn." But
en in the. Beatitudes are the kind "t hat
there is more than feeling in this word.
make 'up the kingdom and sh~e in its
Q'here is direction also.
rewards" (William , Hershey Davis).
Judge yourself 1'-ccordingly.
It is one thing to feel one's loss of
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·God chooses a people

July 13, 1969
Genesis 12:1-3, 7;

By DB. VESTER E. WOLBER
Religion Department
Ouachita B~!!-ptiet University

17,:1•8;
21:1-3

I
t

I

through whom the promise\ would be
carried out was not Ishmael, ·son of
Hagar, but a son to b,e born of Sarah,
The really arresting fact is not that one whom they were to' name Isaac
·God as we know him called Abram, but . 17:17-19).
that Abram heard him, interpreted the
call correctly, and obeyed. He started,
"Unto thee and to thy seed"
not knowing where. The' problem of
(17:1-8)
finding the leadtng of God is largely
solved when the mind is sincere, the
If one reads only the printed verses
heart is trustful, and the will is sub- of the seventeenth chapter, he will miss
missive.
the meaning of what God said · to
TheI explanatic;
m why Abram d id so Abram; for it is not until the sixteenth
"'
. well in reaching out in fait):l to the prom- ·verse that God explained to him that
Thus, when the original human pair ises out ahead of him was that he re,- all these promises of the opening verses
began the propagation of the ra,ce, they membered so well .the experiences in were to be · carried out through a son
themselves were already morally dam- back of him. He remembered that God of Sarah.
aged. The image of God in their nature had found him, and called him, and ,ihat
When God spoke to Abram who was
was marred. Although t~e Apostle Paul the Almighty had made promises to
ninety-nine (17:1), he was talking to a
wrote about de~~h p~ssm~, down upon ., him while marking .out his destiny for man whO had been thinking for thirteen
all men because all smned . (Rom. ·5 :12 -.him. He remembered that God had chalff.), he probably. meant only that the lenged him to become a source of bless- years that he had solved his problem
consequences of sm-:-a morally damaged ing unto all with whom he came in c'On- by .b egetting Ishmael ~h:tough Hagar
·
natu.re-was transmttte~ from one gen- tact His call to bless 1was a call to be- (v. 25).
eratiOn to another. Thts morally dam·
1
(1) God renewed the covenant and reaged nature which we inherit is the ex- come.
peated the promise (17:1,2) . (2) God
God is slow in making contracts, but changed his name to Abraham-father
planation why we sin, and our personal sin is the explanation why we die. he keeps them. When Abram was sev- of a multitude (v. 5). (3) God made it
·
enty-five, God called. him and made certain that the covenant was with
'
With the call of and covenant with promises to him (12:.4~. After ten years Abraham and his descendan,ts (v. 7).
Allraham, God began a positive pro- of continued childlessness, he could not (4) He reit.e rated an earlier promise
gram in dealing with the human race. see how the promise could be kept un- to give Abraham and his · descendants
''I will make of -thee" (12.: 1-3)
til the Lord encouraged him to believe the land of G:anaan (v. 8).
'
1
1 that one of h!s own sons would be an
The propl;l.ets never .allowed the. people
Prior to the call of· Abram, God twas heir, and that liis descendants would be
already involved with his family 111: · as the stars, innumerable. (15:4-6). He of Israel to forget for long that God
80-82). The terms of the covenant were: followed his wife's suggestion and tried had chosen them out of all the nations
(1) God was to· make his name great, to help God keep his promise by beget- of tlie earth. Israel had a most difficult
(2)' make him into a great nation, (3) ting a son by her servant (16:1-3). Af- time of it in remembering that they
make him an issue in the world. Abram ter fourteen years more of childless dis- were chosen to bless the nations rather
was (4) to )Jecome a sou~ce of blessiJ.lg appointment, when lie was ninety-nine, thlm despise . them. Because the nation
to all men. 'l'hus. God called for Abram God appeared to him to renew the lost its sense of mission, the Lord had
to be willirlg to be made and to be will- covenant and repeat the promise. This to set them a;:lide and ~mplqy other
ing to become.
time God specified that· the agent means in bringing about his purpose.

Man was made in the image of God
'
with an almost infinite capacity for
development. The first man was placed
in a satisfactory environment, assigned
a satisfactory task, and challenged to
gain control over all elemental forces
in the created order. He was thrust
Into a moral environment ih which he
was forced to make moral choices. He
chose to disobey rather thari obey God;
for which choice he was marked for
(leath, driven out of the garden, · and
morally damaged in character.

The Outlines of ..the Internatlon'a l ·Bible Leasons for Christian 1 Teachin~r, Uniform Series,
are copyrighted by the Inter111ational Council
of Rellaious Education. Used by permission,

.President declares war on sex-oriented mail
WASHINGTON-President Richard ·ported that 140,000 letters of protest
M. Nixon has declared war on sex-ori- came in during the last nine months
ented obscene mail. At the sall}e time alone.
he called for a "citizens crusad~" ·
I
•
against the obscene.
"The problem. has no simple solu"American homes are being bombard- tim)," the .President explained, because
ed with the largest volume o~ sex-ori- "many publications dealing with sex...
ented mail in history," the . President are protected under the broad umbreldeclared. "Most of it is unsolicited, un- la of, the First Amendment prohibition
wanted and deeply offensive to those against any law 'abridgi~g the freedom
of speech, or of the press.'"
who receive it."
\

In a message to Congress asking for
legislative action, President Nixon rePage Twenty-Two

He then declared that "the courts
have not left · soeiety defenseless

aga~nst the smut .peddler; they have
not ruled out reasonable government
action."

-

.

"Accordingly," President Nixon said,
"I have directed the Postmaster General to provide every congressional of- •
fice with pamphlets ex~laining how
each citizen can use this law to protect
his home from offensive advertising."

.

-,

He '\lrged Cong.ress to- assist for the
widest possible distribution •of thea•
pamphlets. (BP)
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INDE -X
A-Abernathy, Jerry Don (L) p4; Ashdown
First has new building p8; Arkansans on as~mibly staff plO.
B-Baptist employees honor Dr. Whitlow p6;
Bumpus, Claud-e R., baok from Brazil pli ; Baswell, Regina:, Glorieta staffer p6 ; }Jradley, Homer
A ., new chaplain plO.
•
C~Clarke, Lewis photo plO; Czechoslovakia
pl2 ; Caton, Connie, •photo p6; Courtship customs
of other days (FI) p9 ; Cushman, Bruce, West·
ark speaker p6; Cunningham, Tommy, at Fort•est P&rk p6.
•
D- Doggett, Charles E., on Brotherhood staff
p7.
&--Example of the Czechs (E) p3 ; East Side
Church .breaks ground p9.
F- Fundamentallsm p5.
G-Greer, J1m, at Sylvan Hills plO.
I....:.Jronton Ghurch breaks grollnd p7.
J - Jones, Mrs.. Peggie, long service p9 ; · Jackson , W. D. (L) p5 .
L---Lilly, Dill, Westark p•6 : Liberalism • • •
p!5.
M- Mass ey, Rosemary: McNeal, Glen; McCallum, Jane-stu dent publication heads p6; Murchison, Rod,.er, at Svlvan Hllls p 10 1 Murdock ,
Ginger, at Forrest Park p6,
!\'-New Orleans: an appraisal pl4: Nordman
Rolrert, licensed p6.
. '
P - Pedigo, Shirley (L) p4 / Pike Avenue, 25th
anniversary p8.
R- Rixse, Mr• . C. E .. honored p7; Research
and libraries IBL) p7; Ragsdell, ·Mar~ha award
p9 ; Regional meetings (E) p3 : (L) p4. '
S -·Smith, Mrs. Richard, t•etires p8; Sallis,
Mrs. W. C., honored plO.
V- \'nlentine H~mn. at Mt. Harne p10: Vajda,
J •roslov, Czechoslovakia pl2.
W:- Whitfield,. Dr . S. A., photo p5 : West.ark
p6 ; Whitfield, Dr. Ben , Westark p6.

Memory iogger
"You think so much of your old golf
game that you don't even remember
when we ·were married," complained his
wife.
.
/' Of course I do, honey," he reassured
her. "It was the ·day I sank · that 40foot putt."

Tour Holy Land & Europe
· \ 10 Days
(Baptist Travel Abroad)
Leaving NYC 10/21/69
Lufthansa German Airline jet
First Class Hotels (twin beds) all
meals. Experienced Tour leader
World traveller
5th 'trip to Middle-East & Holy
Land

Cost $599.00
Write or call for free Tour Folder
to: Dr. John A. Abernathy, Tour
lf.ader, 1928 Hobson Ave. Hot
s·prings, Ark. 71901. Tel. 501/623·
1798

A Smile or Two

June 22, 1969
Sunday Training Ch.
Schoel Union Addns.
66
44
15
11

"He's protesting the high cost of
living by burning his credit card!"

Unbeliever
A young mother was trying to i:mpress upon her small son the importance of going to church every Sunday.
She pointed to a famous picture of the
Pilgrims going to ehurch.
·
"See," she said, "here's how the little
Pilgrim children went to church: with
their mommies and daddies. They liked
to go. They w~nt willingly."
"Oh, yeah," replied the boy, "then
why is their daddy carrying that gun?"

Dirty dig
One cold night a man took a short
cut . through a. cemetery. He fell in an
open grave and could not get out.
A few minutes later a hobo wandered
through and heard his · calls. "Get me
out of here," ·shouted the unfortunate
one, "I'm freezing."
"No wonder you're cold," said the
hobo as he looked down at the man,
"You've kicked off all your dirt." ·

Puzzler
Wonder what today's teen-agers will
be able to tell their children they had
to do without?

Regal iest
A British comedian once boasted that
he could make a pun out of any subject. "How about the queen?" challenged a friend. "The queen," quipped
the jokester, "is no.t a subject."

I
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7
Free

PAYABLE

Building Improvement Bonds
Denominations $250, · $500, $1,000

Interest

from

Jan. 1,1969!

For Information and Prospectus, Contact:
ALOMA BAPTIST CHURCH
2950 Aloma Avenue, ·
Winter Park, Florida 82789
Or Call Person to Person COLLECT
Rev. David I... ftarris or Mary Johnston:
(Area 805) 671-6851 or 644-681>1
Paying Agent: Fir13t National ·Bank
Winter Park, Florida ·32789
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Church
Alicia
A r kadelphia, Shiloh
Berryv!lle
First
Rock Springs
Camden
· Camden, First
Cullendale, First
Cherokee VIllage
Crossett
First
Mt. Olive
Dumas, First
El Dorado, Ebenezer
Fay•etteville, First
Forrest Citv. First
Ft. Smith, First
Gentry, First
Green Forest, First
Harrison, First

fl1

/0

AHendance Report

Hope, First
Hot Springs
Grand {\venue
Lakeside
Piney
Jacksonville
· Bayou M'eto
First
Marshall Road
Jonesboro, Central
L ittle Rock
Arch view
Geyer Springs
Life Line
Rosedale
Magnolia, Central
Marked Tree
First
N'eiswander
Monticello
Northside
Seconil
North Little Rock
Baring Cross
South Side Chapel
Calvary
Central
Gravel Ridge
Highway
Levy
Sixteenth Street
Paragould, East Side
Paris, First
Pine Bluff
Eas t Side
F)rst
Green Meadows
Second
Watson Chapel
Springdale
Berry Street
First
Elmdale
Tillar, First
Van Buren, First
·
Jesse Tu~ner Mission
Chapel
Vandervoort, First
Wa'l:ren
First
Southside Mission
w~sts ide

West M<>mphis , Calvary

151
87

50
48

434

'77
1118
22

886
68
484
243
219
139
481
. 538
1,045
134

143
193
48.5

167
120

• 1
4

61
12-6
180
439
47
68
611
156

1
5
5
4

1
1

1~5

141
204

95
82

.• 2

157
879
265
406

77

1

111

1

142
119

4

128
502
450
187
530

71
192
137
1>5
167

9
1

123
104

49

88
224

51
103

499
41l
357
24·6
155
162
408
54
251
827

130

4

126
109
105
81
·92

5
2

131
660
76
177
180

77
108
28
68
100

7

46

so

2

1

~1

188
104

9
I

77

424

1

25

111

335
49'
379
12
81
58

148

93

3-90
68
65
238

125
30
86
711

85

12

29

Wishful thinking
· Meeting at lut'tch two businessmen
began to talk about world problems,
high taxes, the cost of living; the population explosion, and finally about
their own families.
"I have six boys," one of them said
proudly.
"Tha.t's a nice family," sighed th.e
other man. "I wish to heaven I had
six children."
"Don't you. have any children 1" the
proud father asked with a touch of
sympathy in his· voice.
"Oh, yes," sig~ed the second man.
"Twelve."

·sage thought

.

Old-Timer: Someone who remembers
when people who worj:l . jeana worked. ·

!wenty-Three

In the world of religion----------cardinal predicts
'long winter'
PITTSBURGH, Pa.-A "long winter"
of decreasing membership is in store
for world Christian.ity, says the man
who holds the highest post ever given
an American by a pope.
He is John Cardinal Wright who told
the Associated Press that he thought
the low period lasting until the 21st century would be followed by a reflowering
of stronger Christian discipline .and vitality. (EP)

Missionaries increase
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.-Home missionaries serving in the U.S. and Puerto
Rico up.der appointment by the Assemblies 'Of God Home Missions department
now number 323, according to stati s~ics
released here .at the denomination's
headquar ter s.
The workers are serving among the
American Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts, and
Je\vish people as WEJll as with foreignlanguage groups, the deaf, the blind,
and boubled and disadvantaged youth.

said, that "we have people in the Christian community who are there for reasons· other than faith." .

Programs and personnel have been cut
back by the monetary squeeze. The Rev.
The priest came here to participate John Coventry Smith, moderator of the
in a day-long pastoral seminar for cler- United Presbyterian Church, says the
gy. He noted that frequently when churches may "be experiencing some of
questions about authority, celibacy, birth the anti-national organization attitude
control, and other specific issues are that other instituti'Ons are experiencraised by priests, religious and laity, ing."
what is actually being asked "is whether
Some factors listed were: Diversion
there is really any point to belief any · of resources away from the national
more."
level to meet the cost of new local proSome are finding, he said, "that all jects; rising costs; a spreading anti-inof a sudden they .are face-to-face with stitutional attitude; the re-direction of
the idea that they believe in God, in substantial resources to help in slums
Christ and in the Church not because and civil rights thrusts; an increased
of faith but for sociological, economic, slippll!ge in membership to the general
population increases.-(EP)
1
or purely selfish reasons."
"At times," Padovano said, "maybe
what these people are doing is not lo~
ing their faith so much as discovering
that they never had faith."-(EP) ·

SDS watched

LOS ANGELES-Worth noting, perhaps are news items warning tl;lat the
Students for a Democratic Society are
training their guns on high schools.
~.ar~ of the Assemblies wo~k in Ha- -· Riding the waves of racial conflict,
wan Is _al~o under sponsorship of the justifiable complaints and vandalism,
home missions department. (EP)
leaders of SDS are allegedly seeking to
gain a foothold among the younger set.

To figh·t booze

Dynamite has been found in high
WASHINGTON, D. ·c.-A five-year,
$65.8 million attack on alcoholism has . schools here. Buildings have been burned,
the sponsorship of 42 U. S. Senators flags shredded, teachers. punched, classes boycotted, guns found on teens .
.here in a bi-partisan bill.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R.-N. Y,) and
Sen. Frank E. Moss (D.-Utah) proposed
the measure to take action against the
nation's fourth most serious health problem.

In Arlington, Va., an SDS pamphlet
'was found titled "The Student as Nigger." Its meilsf\ge urged students to organize aggressively "to make freedom
hila teral."

Senator Javits quoted the U. S. Pub. lie Health Service and the Crime Commission in describing a\coholism as ranking behind only heart disease, mental
illness and cancer.- (EP)

Terry Koch, an SD.S student at Washington U in St. Louis said last fall that
his first month of recruiting had brought
200 St. Louis area hi·gh schoolers into
the SDS orbit.

Catholics reach
'turning point'
.SAN ANTONIO-The C at h o 1 i c
Church in America has reached a · "decisive turning point" since its priests
and people are !'clearly faced with the
questions of the personal dimension of
their faith," a theologian warned here.

hitting almost across the board."

George Wald, Nobel laureate, summed
up the current · strife by stating at
M. I. T.'s Kresge Auditorium, "I think
I know what it is that is bothering
students. I think what we are up
against is a generation that is by no
means sure that it has a future."(EIP)

Churches in 'pinch'

NEW YORK- A growing financial
pinch at the national level is showing
Anthony Padovano, professor of dog- up across the board in American churchmatic theology at Immaculate Concep- es, according to Associated Press religtion Semihary, Darlington, N. J., and a io~ writer George Cornell.
collaborator of the American hierarchy
hi drawing up their pastoral letters,
He quotes the Rev. Francis X. Piraz· sees the present turmoil in the church zini, chairman of a special ad hoc com-.
as being primarily concerned with faith . mittee set up in ' the United Church of
rather than birth ~ontrol or priestly Christ to ·analyze the problem:
celibacy.
"Some denominations are feeling it
The Church must face the fact, he worse than others, but it seems to be

. 2.2 persons per
second added
NEW YORK-The population of the
world is growing by about 2.2 persons
per second, 1S.2 per minute, 190,000 per
day and more that 1.'3 million a week.
These are the statistics released by
the World Population Data Sheet compiled mainly from sources of the United
Nations.
By July 1, the worWs population will
reach 3.551 billion persons.
Forty years ago, the world's poj>Ulation was accelerating by only 20 million
each year. ·
According to the Population Reference
Bureau which released the data sheet,
the rate of world population has been
moving up for 2,000 years. The first billion mark was reached about 1800. The
two-billion milestone was passed about
1930. It is expected to pass the fourbillion mark by 1975.-('EP)

